Resolving the
Missing Persons Issue
in the Western Balkans
A Q&A and Topical Guide

This publication explains practices and principles applied in
the countries of the former Yugoslavia in their efforts to account
for persons missing as a result of the wars in the 1990s. It is the
product of many years of first-hand experience on the part of
ICMP staff, and intensive communication with families of the
missing, scientists, scholars, researchers and professionals from
domestic institutions.
The purpose of this Guide is to provide accurate information
to citizens, as an informed public is one of the prerequisites to
upholding the rule of law and ensuring access to justice. The
missing persons issue is complex, as are the measures being
taken to address it. This Guide therefore seeks to bring together
the most relevant information in a reader-friendly format.
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INTRODUCTION
Resolving the Missing Persons Issue in the Western Balkans: A Guide
As a result of armed conﬂicts on the territory of the former Yugoslavia between 1991 and 1999, more
than 40,000 people went missing. To date, more than 70 percent of the missing have been located
through the combined and continuous efforts of the authorities with support provided by the
International Commission on Missing Persons (ICMP) and the broad participation of families of the
missing. This result is unprecedented in the world, and demonstrates the efficacy of an approach
based on state responsibility and conducting missing persons investigations through justice and
related institutions and rule-of-law based processes.
This Guide details processes that involve numerous institutions in the fields of justice, internal and
foreign affairs, law enforcement, and specialized support institutions, as well as the families of the
missing. It also addresses domestic and international legal instruments that underpin these efforts.
The Guide includes a Question and Answer section to present in concise format clarifications on
numerous topics that have been of concern to families of the missing, researchers, scholars and
practitioners. The Questions and Answers section 2 also provides country-specific information.
The scientific method applied to human identification processes, in particular DNA testing, is explained
in Section 3. Section 4 addresses measures to ensure public involvement, in particular by the families
of the missing, and provides guidance for reporting missing persons and potential locations of their
whereabouts.
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ICMP IN BRIEF
ICMP is a treaty-based international organization with Headquarters in The Hague, the Netherlands.
Its mandate is to secure the cooperation of governments and others in locating missing persons from
conflict, human rights abuses, disasters, organized crime, irregular migration and other causes and to
assist them in doing so. It is tasked exclusively to work on the issue of missing persons.
To date, ICMP has assisted more than 40 countries. It helps governments build rule-of-law institutions
that use non-discriminatory approaches in their search for missing persons, and it supports advocacy
for and development of legislation that secures the rights of families of the missing. ICMP has assisted
authorities in using advanced forensic techniques, including modern DNA methods to identify missing
persons. ICMP maintains a non-profit standing capacity to conduct, DNA-led human identification,
and it responds to requests for documentation and expert testimony from international and domestic
courts on matters related to war crimes, crimes against humanity, genocide and other crimes under
international law. ICMP supports the work of other organizations in their efforts, encourages public
involvement in its activities and contributes to the development of appropriate expressions of
commemoration and tribute to the missing.
ICMP maintains a range of country programs, the largest of which relate to the Western Balkans, Iraq
and Syria. It is engaged in thematic programs related to Missing Migrants and Refugees, Disaster Victim
Identification, Justice Sector Assistance, the Wim Kok Center for Excellence and Training, the InterAgency Committee on Missing Persons, and the Global Forum on Missing Persons.
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SECTION 1

The approach to accounting for
missing persons employed by the
countries of the former Yugoslavia
is unique among regions of the
world that face the issue of mass
disappearances. The successor states
established on the territory of the
former Yugoslavia investigate cases
of disappearances in line with their
national criminal legislation.
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SECTION 1
PRINCIPLES APPLIED
At the conclusion of the armed conflicts on the territory of the former Yugoslavia – in Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Croatia in 1995, and in Kosovo in 1999 – the prospects for a sustained and effective
effort to account for the tens of thousands of missing persons seemed poor. There were approximately
40,000 people missing and there was little willingness among the authorities to devote resources
to this issue in an objective, non-partisan way. At the same time, there were multiple separate and
uncoordinated efforts underway in different parts of the region, applying different methodologies and
professional standards. In these circumstances, the number of identifications was small, and progress
was slow.
Two decades on, an integrated system – which combines the establishment of dedicated institutions
and legislation to address the issue of the missing, a rule-of-law approach, engagement of the
families of the missing, and modern scientific methods – has delivered unprecedented results. This
integrated system is anchored in the principle of the responsibility of states to safeguard human rights
and promote peace and stability through democratic and rule-of-law institutions. As a result, new
technical, administrative and judicial processes have been forged that engage the support of a broad
swathe of political and societal forces, including, first and foremost, the families of the missing.
Despite this progress, at least 11,000 persons are still missing across the territory of the former
Yugoslavia. Clarifying the fate of the remaining cases of missing persons requires sustained efforts
by the countries’ democratic institutions, including courts, law enforcement agencies and the civil
service. Under domestic and international law, survivors have a continuing right to official, adequate
and transparent investigations. Article 2 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms provides for the protection by law of the right to life, and is
generally understood to create material and procedural obligations to carry out investigations. This
obligation remains until the missing person has been accounted for, or until adequate measures have
been taken to investigate the disappearance.
The approach to accounting for missing persons employed by the countries of the former Yugoslavia
is unique among regions of the world that face the issue of mass disappearances. The successor
states established on the territory of the former Yugoslavia investigate cases of disappearances in
line with their national criminal legislation. Indeed, most disappearances that occurred during the
armed conflicts of the 1990s are the result of war crimes, crimes against humanity or other forms of
human rights abuse. Additionally, the process of accounting for missing persons in these states is nondiscriminatory. When investigating missing persons cases, national institutions do not differentiate
between ethnic or religious groups or the war-time status of missing persons – cases of missing
combatants and civilians are treated equally.
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, Montenegro and Serbia all established domestic institutions
responsible for the process of accounting for persons missing from the conflict. Some of these
institutions were operational from the early days of the conflict and evolved through time. Today in
Bosnia and Herzegovina there is the Missing Persons Institute (MPI); in Croatia there is the Directorate
for Detained and Missing Persons within the Ministry of Croatian Veterans; Kosovo, Montenegro and
Serbia have commissions for missing persons established by their respective governments. Having
a specialised institution dealing with the issue of missing persons in each country is an important
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characteristic of the process in the region. This enables the exchange of information and other forms
of cooperation among institutions of these states on an equal footing.
The countries of the former Yugoslavia have also been pioneers in the creation of specific legal
frameworks regulating the process of investigation and identification of missing persons cases. Bosnia
and Herzegovina was the first country in the world to adopt a lex specialis, the 2004 Law on Missing
Persons, followed by Kosovo in 2011, and Croatia in 2019. Serbia and Montenegro base missing
persons investigations on legal principles outlined in a number of laws, including the criminal code
and the criminal procedure code.
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro and Serbia are signatories of the International
Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance (the Convention),
therefore joining the ranks of countries committed to implementing the Convention through their
national legislation and taking all necessary measures to prevent and investigate cases of enforced
disappearances. Pursuant to Article 29 (1) of the Convention, the state parties submit reports on the
implementation of the Convention. So far, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia and Montenegro have
submitted their initial reports to the Committee on Enforced Disappearances.
Additionally, the UN Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances has paid four visits
to the countries of the former Yugoslavia involved in the 1990s conflict, and issued reports with
recommendations aimed at improving the process.
Countries of the region also share a very similar path when it comes to methodology used in
identifications of missing persons. Between 1995 and 2002/3, the focus was on “traditional” forensic
methods, including artefacts found on or near human remains in a gravesite, comparing post-mortem
and ante-mortem data, information on the circumstances of disappearance, and documentation
obtained through other sources.
Rapid progress in identifications in the region became possible with the establishment of a “DNA-led”
approach to identification. All families of missing persons were asked to provide genetic reference
samples in the form of droplets of blood collected on purpose-specific FTA cards. Families living in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Montenegro, and Serbia provided reference samples to ICMP. Most
families living in Croatia provided reference samples to the domestic authorities in Croatia, with the
exception of those families whose relatives disappeared on the territory of other countries, and the
families of persons who went missing in Croatia but now live elsewhere. DNA profiles from unidentified
human remains are compared by automated methods to profiles obtained from all families of the
missing. The success of this approach is correlated with the extent of representation of the family
reference database. A detailed explanation of the DNA-led identification of missing persons is provided
in a separate chapter of this Guide.
The scientific approach taken in the region is now used worldwide to account for persons who went
missing as a consequence of armed conflicts, human rights abuses, and other causes.
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REGIONAL COOPERATION INITIATIVES SUPPORTED BY ICMP
The armed conflicts that took place in the 1990s led to significant population movements within the
territory of the former Yugoslavia. In many cases, persons reported missing from one region were killed
or disappeared in another. As a result, clandestine graves might contain remains of victims reported
missing in a territory different from the territory where the grave is located.
The first step in establishing an effective framework for cooperation among countries on the
territory of the former Yugoslavia to investigate cases of missing persons was made in March 1999 in
Amsterdam when government representatives from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) met at the initiative of ICMP to discuss highly complex issues pertaining
to missing persons and detainees. The parties reached several agreements particularly with regard to
exhumations of citizens of one state buried on the territory of another state.
Enhancing regional cooperation since the early 2000s has resulted in joint excavation processes in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo and Serbia. At the invitation of their counterparts, domestic
institutions from each country have participated in joint exhumations on the territory of other countries.
As cooperation has progressed, trust has grown between competent institutions. Cooperation has
evolved from joint exhumations, monitoring, and transfer of human remains to a more structured
institutional cooperation regulated by bilateral agreements and multilateral declarations.
The signing of the “Declaration on the Role of the State in Addressing the Issue of Persons Missing
as a Result of Armed Conflict and Human Rights Abuses” in August 2014, demonstrated a renewed
commitment by Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro and Serbia to address the issue of
missing persons. Subsequently, bilateral protocols of cooperation have been signed between almost
all countries on the territory of the former Yugoslavia. These protocols were signed with the aim of
enhancing efforts of investigation and identification of persons still unaccounted for in all these
countries.
At the Paris Peace Forum on 12 November 2018, the International Commission on Missing Persons
(ICMP) revisited the ICMP Declaration on the Role of the State in Addressing the Issue of Persons
Missing as a Consequence of Armed Conflict and Human Rights Abuse with a view to promoting the
application of the Declaration’s principles universally and in all circumstances where persons go
missing or disappear, including disasters, organized crime, irregular migration and other causes. The
eight “Paris Principles” reflect and advance an emerging global consensus on how to address the
issue of persons going missing.
In 2011, ICMP initiated a process of establishing a single, unified regional database. The Database of
Active Missing Persons Cases from Conflicts on the Territory of the former Yugoslavia (the Regional
Database) represents a joint effort by Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, Montenegro and
Serbia and is designed to make data kept in one country available regionally, and to allow for the
harmonization of data.
During 2016 and 2017, ICMP signed separate bilateral agreements with Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Croatia, Kosovo, Montenegro and Serbia, which enabled domestic institutions to submit their national
registers of missing persons for inclusion in the Regional Database. In December 2017, ICMP presented
a functional software solution for the Regional Database to the heads of domestic institutions for
missing persons from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, Montenegro and Serbia. This was
accepted, and since then, with financial support from the UK, work on harmonizing, updating and
filtering of data in the Regional Database has been continuously undertaken by the experts appointed
by each domestic institution.
In July 2018, the prime ministers of Croatia, Kosovo, Montenegro, and Serbia and the Chairman of
the Council of Ministers of Bosnia and Herzegovina, along with nine other heads of government from
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countries participating in the Berlin Process, signed a Joint Declaration on missing persons during the
Western Balkans Summit in London. The Declaration, among other things, reiterates the commitment
of the countries from the region, and their Berlin Process partners, to support efforts to account for
the at least 11,000 people who are still missing as a result of the conflicts in the former Yugoslavia. The
Joint Declaration also upholds the rights of all families of the missing to truth, justice, and reparations.
The signing of the London Declaration marked the beginning of a new chapter in regional cooperation.
Twenty years after the conflict, resolving the fate of missing persons is no longer exclusively a matter
of post-conflict recovery, reconciliation and transitional justice. It is important to the process of
European integration and the fulfilment of key preconditions for European Union (EU) candidate
countries, particularly in the criteria related to fundamental rights and freedoms, judicial reform, and
good governance.
To implement the principles set out in the London Declaration, heads of domestic institutions, the
Missing Persons Institute of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Directorate for Detained and Missing Persons
of the Ministry of Croatian Veterans of the Republic of Croatia, the Kosovo Commission on Missing
Persons, the Commission on Missing Persons of Montenegro, and the Commission on Missing Persons
of the Government of the Republic of Serbia, signed the Framework Plan to Address the Issue of Persons
Missing from Conflicts on the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia (the Framework Plan) on 6 November
2018 in The Hague, the Netherlands. In December 2018, the domestic institutions, signatories of the
Framework Plan, established a Missing Persons Group (MPG), comprising the heads of domestic
institutions from the signatories to the Framework Plan, tasked with overseeing implementation of all
provisions of the Framework Plan. The MPG created two subgroups (Operational Groups), comprising
expert members of staff from the domestic institutions, to work on the Regional Database and the
issue of NNs (recovered unidentified cases).
Since their establishment in 2018, the MPG and the operational groups have met a number of times to
discuss various topics and set priorities for multilateral cooperation.
In addition to this, the Framework Plan prescribed the exchange of information on potential locations
of clandestine graves of joint interest, the joint marking of the International Day of the Disappeared,
and ensuring the engagement of families of the missing in the process.
The signing of the Framework Plan and the establishment of the MPG created a structured and
permanent framework for multilateral cooperation on the issue of missing persons.
As early as 1999, family associations from the countries established on the territory of the former
Yugoslavia recognized the need for cross-border cooperation and joint action to ensure that the
authorities remain engaged in the issue. At 12 subsequent regional conferences, families of the
missing reiterated the importance of strengthening regional cooperation through the coordination
body of family associations in order to resolve the issue of missing persons and address the common
challenges faced by surviving family members. The Regional Coordination of Associations of Families
of Missing Persons from the former Yugoslavia (the Regional Coordination), was established in 2005
with the aim of jointly lobbying for the resolution of missing persons issues with the governments
in the region and advocating for effective investigations into the enforced disappearance of their
relatives, caused by armed conflicts on the territory of the former Yugoslavia in the 1990s. The Regional
Coordination has raised public awareness about missing persons issues and improved links between
decision-makers and victims’ groups. After years of informal cooperation, family associations from
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, Montenegro and Serbia formally registered the Regional
Coordination in 2011 as an association of citizens, irrespective of ethnic or national background.
Today, the Regional Coordination brings together 18 associations and unions of family associations
from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, Montenegro and Serbia. Any registered association
from the territory of the former Yugoslavia can join the Regional Coordination.
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Investigating large-scale disappearances
in line with the rule of law and human
rights requirements, including
accountability, is a complex and
interdisciplinary process that involves
multiple actors and activities and the use
of advanced scientific techniques.
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SECTION 2
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Investigating large-scale disappearances in line with the rule of law and human rights requirements,
including accountability, is a complex and interdisciplinary process that involves multiple actors and
activities and the use of advanced scientific techniques. While the common principles applied in
the countries of the former Yugoslavia were explained in Section 1, this Q&A section aims to present
comprehensive information about the process, including the specific ways in which it is applied in
each state.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:
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Who is considered a missing person in the context of this Guide?
Subjectively, a missing person is anyone whose whereabouts are not known and who is being
sought by another person or other persons. The term “missing person” acquires an objective
meaning when a person is formally reported as missing, or when an unidentified body is
discovered. This Guide focuses on issues pertaining to persons missing as a result of armed
conflicts on the territory of the former Yugoslavia between 1991 and 2000.
How is information on the location of hidden graves obtained and what happens next?
Competent institutions use a variety of sources to obtain information on the location of
hidden graves. These include reports from witnesses, government records, information from
court proceedings, police documents, and documents received from other countries through
bilateral or multilateral cooperation. All obtained information is reviewed and analysed by
the domestic institutions in charge of missing persons issues and presented to the relevant
Prosecutor’s Office, which may then request excavation orders from the competent court.
The court issues a Court Order for excavation naming all participants in the process in their
respective professional roles. The Prosecutor may request professional assistance from
other countries or international organisations to ensure optimal results in exhumation,
examination and identification of remains. On locations of joint interest, the Prosecutor may
invite domestic institutions dealing with missing persons issues from neighbouring countries
to observe.
What is an exhumation?
An exhumation is the process of recovery of human remains and other evidence, using
scientific methods, from mass or individual clandestine graves or surface locations. The
remains are collected by an expert team to enable identification. Information about the site,
recovered remains and evidence is documented for use by the Prosecutor’s Office and legal
medicine specialists and to establish a historical record.
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Q:
A:

Why are there remains that have been exhumed but are still not identified (NN)?
There could be a variety of reasons. The most common are:
Ò not enough family reference samples have been provided for DNA analysis;
Ò skeletal remains do not contain sufficient DNA for testing;
Ò there are no surviving family members to provide reference samples;
Ò the body may not be related to the 1990s armed conflict and therefore does not
match any of the family reference samples; or
Ò relatives may have inadvertently misidentified another body, based on traditional
methods, and have consequently not provided reference samples.
Domestic institutions in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Serbia and Kosovo are taking
a variety of measures to identify NN cases both on domestic and regional levels. These
measures include review of NN cases, additional sampling for DNA analysis, exchange of data
with other domestic institutions in the region, and additional reference collection.

Q:

What are traditional identifications?
A: Before 2001, when ICMP introduced DNA technology to the identification process in
the countries of the former Yugoslavia, missing persons were identified by families using
visual recognition of remains or personal items and, where available, using dental records
or fingerprints; at the time these were the only available methods of identification. Where
identifications are carried out using traditional methods, misidentifications may take place,
despite the authorities’ best efforts.

Q:
A:

What is the procedure for an official identification and how long can it take?
Identification of a deceased person is a legal process. DNA identity testing is attempted on
every set of recovered remains and all identifications are based on DNA testing results. This
is because DNA contains unique identifying characteristics even when no other evidence of
identity is present. It is the most reliable scientific method of identification. After the remains
have been examined, a court-appointed forensic specialist will submit bone samples for DNA
testing.
When a DNA match between family reference DNA profiles and a post-mortem DNA profile is
found, a DNA match report is submitted to the relevant court-appointed medical expert and
the responsible institution to compare this DNA match report with other available data and
make a formal identification. The responsible institution informs the family members who are
then informed about results of DNA testing and are invited to a formal identification. When
the court appointed medical expert concludes the identification, relevant information is then
forwarded to the registrar’s office, which registers the death and can issue a death certificate
upon the family request.
The length of this procedure depends on many factors, starting from whether sufficient
reference samples from family members are available and whether human remains have been
recovered, and if DNA has been successfully extracted from the remains after exhumation.
Extracting DNA from bone samples can be difficult and, in some cases, repeated testing is
necessary. Formal identification also depends on whether or when the family members
commit to finalise the procedure.
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Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Will the case be closed if only partial remains of a missing person are found?
The case is considered closed when formal identification of a partial of full set of remains
takes place. Even then, if additional remains of a missing person are found after the formal
identification, these remains will be tested and re-associated with the previously identified
remains.
Can a family declare a missing person dead if there is no DNA match, and what will happen
to the investigation if the person is so declared?
Despite all the efforts, not all missing persons will be located, due to a lack of information
about potential graves or a lack of family reference samples for DNA comparison. Even when
remains are found, there is sometimes insufficient DNA for testing. To resolve property and
other issues, families sometimes have to declare a missing person deceased irrespective of
whether their remains have been found and identified. However, the process of investigation
of the disappearance of their relatives will not stop until the remains are found and identified.
More information about specific provisions under the national laws is given in the countryspecific sections.

Q:
A:

What rights do families of the missing have?
Rights of the families of missing persons are regulated by national legislation and international
treaties and conventions to which the countries concerned are signatories. National
legislation prescribes a variety of material and non-material rights to families of the missing,
to various degrees.
However, all the countries concerned have recognised their obligation to conduct effective
investigations regarding missing persons irrespective of whether actions that resulted in
disappearances are considered attributable to actions or omissions by the state itself. The
adopted approach, based on the rule of law and human rights, implies effective and official
investigations into missing persons’ disappearances and due processes, rather than a strictly
humanitarian approach. It upholds the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) ruling that
a state’s failure to conduct an effective investigation to clarify the whereabouts and fate
of missing persons constitutes a continuing violation of the state’s procedural obligation
to protect the right to life under Article 2 of the European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, as well as a violation of the rights of families of
the missing under Article 3, the prohibition of torture. An effective investigation, according
to the ECtHR, must be official, transparent, independent and impartial, as well as capable of
establishing the circumstances in a given case. More information about specific provisions
under the national laws is given in the country-specific sections.

Q:
A:

What are Family Associations and what do they do?
Family associations (FAs) are formal civil society, non-governmental organisations that gather
together missing persons’ relatives and other human rights activists working on missing
persons issues. FAs are the strongest advocates for the rights of families, lobbying governments
to fulfil their obligation to investigate the disappearance of their family members. FAs:
Ò gather information about missing persons;
Ò often provide counselling and advice during the process of locating and identifying
missing persons;
Ò lobby government agencies and institutions to speed up and improve the missing
persons process;
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Ò raise public awareness about the issue of missing persons;
Ò organize and participate in commemoration and remembrance events in country
and abroad;
Ò share knowledge about the missing persons process with families and professionals
from other countries; and
Ò advise and provide support to their members to deal with emotional social and
other aspects of the issue.

Q:
A:

How does ICMP protect data provided by families of the missing?
Data submitted to ICMP by families of the missing is protected under international law. ICMP,
as an intergovernmental organization, enjoys privileges and immunities that guarantee
legal protection of data. This means that personal information provided by the families of
missing persons for the purpose of locating and identifying their missing relatives cannot
be accessed by courts, prosecutors, the police, or other governmental or non-governmental
institutions unless the person who has provided the data has explicitly consented to sharing
this information.

In the following sections, information is
presented in relation to specific countries.
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Bosnia and Herzegovina

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA (BIH)
Q:
A:

Who is considered a missing person in Bosnia and Herzegovina in the context of
the 1990s conflict?
According to the Bosnia and Herzegovina Law on Missing Persons, enacted in
October 2004, a missing person is a person about whom his/her family has no
information and/or is reported missing on the basis of reliable information as a
consequence of the armed conflict that happened on the territory of the former
Yugoslavia.
The Law on Missing Persons applies to persons who disappeared in the period
from 30 April 1991 to 14 February 1996.

Q:
A:

How to report a war-related disappearance in Bosnia and Herzegovina?
Families should report a missing person by contacting the Missing Persons
Institute of Bosnia and Herzegovina (MPI) via phone, fax, mail or email. MPI
contact information can be found in the last section of this Guide.
They can also report a missing person via ICMP’s website under the “Report a
Missing Person” option. Details on how to report a missing person to ICMP are
shown in Section 4 of this Guide.

Q:
A:

How can citizens report the location of a grave in Bosnia and Herzegovina or in
neighbouring countries?
Anyone can report the suspected location of a clandestine grave by providing
information to the MPI or the Prosecutor’s Office of Bosnia and Herzegovina in
person or anonymously.
Alternatively, they can provide information via ICMP’s Site Locator, an application
on ICMP’s website. Details on how to report a site via the Site Locator are shown
in Section 4 of this Guide.

Q:
A:

How can a family member check the status of the case of their missing relative in
Bosnia and Herzegovina?
A family member can access data using the following link on the website of
the MPI: http://www.nestali.ino.ba/ This is the search interface for the central
database of missing persons (the CEN), where they can type the name of a missing
person and all relevant, publicly available information, will be presented. Only
information for cases that have passed the verification procedure in line with the
Law on Missing Persons are presented in the public version of the CEN.
Families can also check the status of their case via ICMP’s Online Inquiry Centre
(OIC). Detailed instructions on how to access the OIC can be found in Section 4 of
this Guide.
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Institutions involved in resolving missing persons cases
in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Q:
A:

What is the Missing Persons Institute of Bosnia and Herzegovina (MPI) and what
is its role?
The MPI is an independent state-level institution tasked to work on issues of
persons missing from the armed conflict relevant to Bosnia and Herzegovina and
the region. The MPI was established through a consultative process that involved
representatives of both Entity Governments, Brcko District, relevant ministries
and international organisations. It replaced two Entity commissions and the
State Commission for Missing Persons, which were abolished by the respective
authorities (State Commission on Missing Persons abolished on 28 March 2006,
Republika Srpska Commission on 29 June 2006, and the Federation Commission
on 20 September 2006).
The MPI was created in 2005 and is co-founded by the Bosnia and Herzegovina
Council of Ministers and ICMP (BiH Official Gazette no 13/05, 29 December 2005).
It became operational in 2008 and is mandated to collect, process and use
information on missing persons and locations of graves excavated in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, collaborate with judicial and police authorities and other relevant
domestic institutions and international organisations, cooperate with families
of the missing, cooperate with relevant authorities abroad in line with domestic
legislation and international agreements, and inform the public about the
outcomes of investigations and established facts relevant to missing persons. The
MPI participates in excavations and identifications in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The MPI operates on principles of impartiality and does not discriminate on
the basis of ethnic affiliation, gender, race, language, religion, political or other
beliefs, social origin, financial status, or the victims’ roles in armed conflicts or
other hostilities.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Where are the MPI’s offices and where can a family member get information on
activities in their geographical area?
The MPI has headquarters in Sarajevo and field offices in Banja Luka, Bihac,
Mostar, Tuzla, Brcko, East Sarajevo, Doboj, Gorazde, Nevesinje, Orasje, Sarajevo,
Sanski Most, Srebrenica, Travnik and Zenica. Names and contact details of MPI
personnel in field offices are available at www.ino.ba. MPI investigators and other
field staff are available for any relevant information on the status of individual
cases of missing persons and all activities in their area of responsibility.
Who bears the costs of investigations, excavations, identifications and burial of
victims in Bosnia and Herzegovina?
Investigation and excavation costs are covered by the Prosecutor’s Office of
Bosnia and Herzegovina with the exception of investigations that began before
January 2011, which are covered by lower-level Prosecutor’s Offices from funds
secured by the MPI. Burial costs of excavated victims are also covered by the MPI.
All costs of blood collection and DNA testing as well as the work of anthropologists
and archaeologists assisting the Prosecutor’s offices are covered by ICMP through
the financial support of its donors.
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It is the responsibility of a court-appointed medical expert to issue a death
certificate and there is no charge for this service though there may be a small
administrative fee to receive copies of the documents. If a family member is
asked to pay for anything, they should report this to the Prosecutor in charge or
to the MPI, who will investigate.

Q:
A:

What is the role of families of missing persons within the Missing Persons Institute
of Bosnia and Herzegovina?
In order to represent the interests of the families of missing persons in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, an Advisory Board (AB) was formed within the MPI. The AB
comprises six members, nominated representatives of the families of missing
persons, for a period of four years. AB members cannot be re-appointed.
National/ethnic affiliation and gender equality are considered in the process
of nominating AB members. The main tasks of the AB are to monitor the MPI’s
activities and advise management on issues raised by families of the missing, to
promote the issue of missing with Bosnia and Herzegovina authorities and the
public, and to propose initiatives that will assist in addressing the issue of missing
persons in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The AB adopts all decisions by consensus.

Q:
A:

What is the role of the Prosecutor’s Office (POBIH) and the Court of Bosnia and
Herzegovina in the missing persons process in Bosnia and Herzegovina?
The POBIH is a state-level institution that is responsible for conducting
investigations of criminal offences under the jurisdiction of the Court of Bosnia
and Herzegovina pursuant to the Criminal Procedure Code of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and other applicable laws. It holds subject matter jurisdiction
over war crimes and is responsible for the prosecution of cases of war crimes
committed in the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina during the 1992-95 conflict.
The Special Department for War Crimes employs between eight and 12
prosecutors in each of its three sections and is the largest department in the
POBIH. The Department is divided into teams that cover specific geographical
regions (see picture 1). Each team is headed by a prosecutor.
The War Crimes Department deals with cases transferred to the national judiciary
by the former ICTY, cases in which the national institutions had previously
conducted investigations, and all new cases. The POBIH carries out exhumations
and identifications on the basis of information received from individuals during
the course of investigations, the MPI, law enforcement agencies, intelligence
agencies, or any other sources, and in accordance with court orders issued by the
Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Within its criminal jurisdiction, the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina has
jurisdiction over criminal offences defined in the Criminal Code of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and other laws of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Article 13 of the Law
on the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Article 23 of the CPC of Bosnia and
Herzegovina). The Court has further jurisdiction over criminal offences prescribed
in the Laws of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Republika Srpska and
the Brcko District.
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Picture 1 – Areas of operation of the War Crimes Department within the Prosecutor’s
Office of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Team 1 covers the region of Northwest Bosnia and part of Posavina;
Team 2 covers the region of Central Bosnia;
Team 3 covers the region of Eastern Bosnia (the Drina Valley) and part of Posavina;
Team 4 covers the region of Sarajevo and Eastern Bosnia including Foča;
Team 5 covers the region of Western Herzegovina and the Neretva Valley;
Special Team 6 for the area of Srebrenica.

Missing Persons Data

Q:
A:

How is data on missing persons kept in Bosnia and Herzegovina?
Data from families of the missing is central to the process of locating and
identifying missing persons as well as for establishing an accurate historical
record of war events in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Records on missing persons,
their families and locations of excavations in Bosnia and Herzegovina are kept
by the MPI in the Central Records of Persons Missing in Bosnia and Herzegovina
(CEN).
The CEN is a database containing individual records of missing persons in and
from Bosnia and Herzegovina, including relevant information concerning the
identity of a missing person, the missing person’s relatives, information on the
disappearance and other relevant information.
The CEN database was created with ICMP’s assistance using ICMP’s data processing
system as a basis. All data entered into the CEN is subject to a verification process
that includes checking the validity of the request and cross-checking with all
official records that were or are kept in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
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Authorized staff of the MPI also have access to the Regional Database of Active
Missing Persons cases, enabling them to view, exchange and be notified about all
changes made in missing persons data kept by neighbouring countries.

Q:
A:

What data protection measures are applied?
The MPI has taken all relevant security measures, including electronic and physical
protection, in line with domestic data protection standards to protect data on
missing persons and their families, stored in the CEN. Persons who are engaged
in managing and handling personal information related to confidential data on
biological, hereditary, physical, genetic properties and medical data on a missing
person are under an obligation to keep the information confidential and handle
it in accordance with established rules for the protection of such information, i.e.
in accordance with the Law on Protection of Personal Data (“Official Gazette of
BiH”, No: 32/01). The data of missing persons or their relatives will not be shared
with third parties unless the explicit consent of the person who owns the data is
obtained.

Legislation

Q:
A:
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The Parliamentary Assembly of Bosnia and Herzegovina enacted the Law on
Missing Persons in October 2004 (Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina
No. 50/04, November 2004). The Law established the principles for investigating
missing persons cases, provided for the creation of the CEN and the establishment
of the MPI, and the realization of social and other rights of family members of
missing persons and other issues related to the issue of missing persons in
Bosnia and Herzegovina. The full text of the Bosnia and Herzegovina Law on
Missing Persons can be viewed at http://www.ino.ba/dokumenti/zakoni/default.
aspx?id=65&langTag=bs-BA
All information relevant to implementation of this Law and the rights of family
members is presented in the Guide for Families of Missing Persons published
by the Bosnia and Herzegovina Ministry for Human Rights and Refugees in
cooperation with ICMP and other international organizations, as well as nongovernmental organizations.

The Law can be
viewed at:
https://www.icmp.int/wpcontent/uploads/2014/08/
guide-application-of-the-lawon-missing-persons-bcs-latin.
pdf
https://www.icmp.int/wpcontent/uploads/2014/08/
guide-application-of-the-lawon-missing-persons-cro.pdf
https://www.icmp.int/wpcontent/uploads/2014/08/
guide-application-of-the-lawon-missing-persons-bos-cyril.
pdf
https://www.icmp.int/wpcontent/uploads/2014/08/
guide-application-of-the-lawon-missing-persons.pdf

What legislation exists in Bosnia and Herzegovina to protect the rights of missing
persons’ families?

Q:
A:

What rights do I have under the Bosnia and Herzegovina Law on Missing Persons?
In Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Law on Missing Persons recognizes that families
of missing persons have the right:
Ò

to know the fate of their missing family members;

Ò

to know the circumstances and cause of death and the whereabouts of
human remains;

Ò

to bury the remains with dignity once they have been identified;

Ò

to receive financial support,

Ò

to initiate temporary disposal of the property of the missing person,

Ò

to receive coverage of funeral expenses,
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Ò

to have priority in employment and education of children,

Ò

to have health protection,

Ò

to mark the place of burial and exhumation of missing persons.

The Law on Missing Persons also sets out the obligations of the institutions of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Republika
Srpska and Brcko District to:

Q:
A:

Ò

provide families of the missing and relevant institutions that are
responsible for locating missing persons with all available information;
and

Ò

provide all necessary assistance to improve the process of locating
and identifying missing persons and the process of resolving cases of
disappearances of persons in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Does a family member have the right to ask for financial support in Bosnia and
Herzegovina?
In accordance with the Law on Missing Persons, the family members of missing
persons, who were supported by the missing person and who are in need of
support, are entitled to monthly financial support.
Financial support is a personal non-transferable right. This financial support
cannot be received concurrently with support based on other grounds. In
accordance with this Law, beneficiaries may choose the more favourable right.
The beneficiary retains the right to choose the more favourable right even after
the identification process has been completed or the missing person has been
certified as deceased. The right to financial support applies from the date of the
coming into force of this Law (9 November 2004). Individuals who did not report a
missing relative prior to the coming into force of the Law, can claim this right from
the date they reported their missing relative.

Q:
A:

Who can apply for financial support?
According to the Law on Missing Persons, family members of missing persons
who may apply for financial support – when the Fund for Missing Persons is finally
established – include:
Ò
Ò

a child born in or outside marriage;
an adopted child, as well as step-children who were supported by the
missing person;

Ò

a spouse or an extramarital partner;

Ò

parents (step-father, step-mother);

Ò
Ò

adoptive parents;
a brother or sister of a missing person.
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Locating, Recovering and Identifying remains of
missing persons in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Q:
A:

Who is in charge at the excavation site and why is the Prosecutor’s Office involved?
Every excavation is considered part of an investigation into a person’s death. This
is so, because in Bosnia and Herzegovina investigation of missing persons cases
are based on the rule of law and human rights, including the right to an effective
investigation. Graves are treated as suspected crime scenes; thus, the POBIH is in
overall control of all exhumation activities.
Access to sites is strictly controlled by the Prosecutor and limited to professionals
named in the Court Order. Other individuals, such as family members and/or
journalists, may be present, but these individuals must obtain permission from
the POBIH.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

In what way is ICMP involved in exhumations?
At the request of the MPI, ICMP provides expertise in locating and exhuming
human remains using advanced techniques in forensic archaeology. Technical
assistance may include recovery of remains, mapping, digital photography,
provision of information obtained via ICMP’s Site Locator and documentation of
the exhumation process.
Where are human remains held after the exhumation has been completed?
The remains are transported to a mortuary facility chosen by the POBIH.
Information on the location of the remains may be obtained from the MPI.
There are currently eleven mortuaries in Bosnia and Herzegovina. They are
located in the municipalities of Banja Luka, Nevesinje, East Sarajevo, Sarajevo,
Visoko, Odzak, Tuzla (2), Mostar, Gorazde, and Sanski Most.
What happens to human remains at the mortuary?
At the mortuary, a court-appointed legal medicine specialist, and where
necessary ICMP anthropologists, will examine the remains and take a very small
sample of bone to submit to the ICMP DNA laboratory for DNA testing. As part of
the examination the police may take documentary evidence and photographs. In
combination with the DNA results received, the court-appointed medical expert
will review of all other data available, with a view to inviting family members to an
official identification and issuing a death certificate.

Excavation process under the jurisdiction
of the Prosecutor’s Office of Bosnia and Herzegovina

Q:
A:
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What has been done to solve NN (nomen nescio) cases in Bosnia and Herzegovina?
In January 2018, a comprehensive review of unidentified human remains was
completed for all 12 mortuary facilities in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The review
was carried out by the NN (“no name”, “nomen nescio”) Working Group, which
was created by the authorities of Bosnia and Herzegovina to review cases of
unidentified remains in the 12 mortuary facilities in order to determine if new
identifications could be made.
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The NN Working Group (NNWG) comprised competent Prosecutors,
representatives from the MPI, the Republika Srpska Centre for the Investigation
of War and War Crimes and Investigating Missing Persons, legal medicine
specialists, the Institute for Forensic Medicine of Republika Srpska, ICMP, the
State Investigation and Protection Agency (SIPA), the police, crime technicians,
companies managing the facilities, and other institutions/individuals as needed.
The NNWG examined a total of 3,583 cases in mortuary facilities in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The NNWG process resulted in 1,089 DNA reports representing
121 previously unidentified missing persons, and 968 re-associations of skeletal
elements to previously identified individuals. ICMP issued recommendations to
the relevant prosecutors’ offices for resolving remaining cases in the mortuaries.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:
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How is a human identification performed in Bosnia and Herzegovina and how
long can it take?
An official identification in Bosnia and Herzegovina is performed by a courtappointed medical expert together with the representatives of the Prosecutor’s
Office of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the MPI and a police crime technician. In Bosnia
and Herzegovina, as of 2001, DNA-based identity testing is performed on every
set of recovered human remains. This is because DNA testing allows conclusive
human identifications even when no other evidence of identity is present. In
Bosnia and Herzegovina, DNA identity testing and matching is conducted by ICMP.
How can a family declare a missing person dead in Bosnia and Herzegovina
if remains of their missing are not identified, and what will happen to the
investigation if the person is so declared?
According to Article 27 of the Law on Missing Persons, three years after the date of
the Law coming into force (November 2004), persons registered as missing in the
period from 31 April 1991 to 14 February 1996, whose disappearance has been
verified in the CEN, are considered dead by force of law and are officially entered
in the Register of Deaths. However, According to Article 9 of the same Law, in the
event that a missing person is proclaimed deceased but the human remains have
not been found, the process of locating and identifying will not be terminated.
This means that the status of missing person ends only on the date of the official
identification.
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The Role of Civil Society

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

How can a family member of a missing person be more involved in the process?
Associations of missing persons’ families should be the relaives’ first point of
contact. There are more than 30 active family associations registered throughout
Bosnia and Herzegovina. To get in touch with a family association in their local
community, family members can contact the MPI through its headquarters in
Sarajevo or its field offices (contact details can be found at the end of this Guide),
for contact details of the association. Anyone whose relative is missing can join a
family association.
Can family associations receive financial support from the government
authorities for their work?
In accordance with the Article 19 of the Law on Missing Persons, the competent
authorities in Bosnia and Herzegovina shall give priority to the processing and
considering of requests for financial and technical support submitted by unions/
associations of families of missing persons and shall, according to their financial
abilities, provide assistance if the proposed programs or projects meet the
criteria for allocation of funds. The family associations might submit requests
for funding to all levels of authorities in Bosnia and Herzegovina (municipal,
cantonal, district, entity and state level).
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REPUBLIC OF CROATIA
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Who is considered a missing person in Croatia in the context of 1990s conflict?
According to the Croatian Law on Persons Missing in the Homeland War, enacted
in June 2019, a missing person is a person whose whereabouts are unknown to
their relatives, in accordance with international standards and this Law, and who
at the time of disappearance during the Homeland War had Croatian nationality
or residency in Croatia, or were veterans. Persons who died as a consequence
of the Homeland War but whose place of burial is unknown are also considered
missing.
How to report a war-related disappearance in Croatia?
A person can be reported missing in relation to war events by contacting the
Directorate for Detained and Missing Persons, at the Ministry of Croatian Veterans
or the Croatian Red Cross. Abroad, a report on the disappearance may be
submitted to diplomatic missions or consular offices of Croatia. Contacts for the
Ministry and its Directorate are shown at the end of this Guide.
A person can also be reported missing via ICMP’s website under “Report a Missing
Person”. Details on how to report a missing person to ICMP are shown in Section
4 of this Guide.

Q:
A:

How do citizens report the location of a grave in Croatia or in neighbouring
countries?
Anyone can report the location of a suspected gravesite to the Directorate for
Detained and Missing Persons of the Ministry of Croatian Veterans by providing
all information and documentation about sites where the remains of missing
persons and disappeared may be located.
Alternatively, information can be provided anonymously via ICMP’s Site Locator
online application located on ICMP’s website. Details on how to report a site via
the Site Locator are shown in Section 4 of this Guide.

Q:
A:

How can a family member check the status of the case of their missing relative in
Croatia?
To check the status of their case in the Croatian Central Records of people missing
in the armed conflict on the territory of Croatia, family members or their legal
representatives should contact the Directorate for Detained and Missing Persons,
at the Ministry of Croatian Veterans. The Ministry/Directorate contact is shown at
the end of this Guide. Data contained in the Central Records of missing persons is
not automatically publicly available.
If a family member provided reference samples for DNA testing to ICMP, he or she
can check the status of their case via ICMP’s Online Enquiry Centre, available at
ICMP’s website. Detailed instructions on accessing the OIC are presented at the
end of this Guide.
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Institutions involved in resolving missing persons
cases in Croatia

Q:
A:

What is the Commission of the Republic of Croatia for Detained and Missing and
what is its role?
The Government of Croatia adopted Decisions in 2003 and 2013 to establish the
Commission of the Republic of Croatia for Detained and Missing (the Commission),
as an advisory and expert interdisciplinary body for issues concerning persons
detained and missing during the war. The Commission is also mandated under
the 2019 Law on Persons Missing in the Homeland War.
It comprises representatives of the Ministry of Croatian Veterans, state
administration agencies responsible for internal affairs, defence, justice, foreign
and European affairs, and health, the State Attorney’s Office, and security, military
and intelligence agencies, the Institute of Forensic Medicine and Criminology of
the Zagreb Faculty of Medicine, and the Croatian Red Cross. It is a mechanism
designed to ensure full coordination and cooperation among relevant agencies
in resolving missing persons issues.
The Commission proposes strategies to the Croatian Government to resolve
missing persons issues, as well as measures to resolve specific problems and
improve the efficiency of those involved in addressing missing persons issues. It
monitors positive practices and suggests cooperation with other countries and
international organisations dealing with the issue of missing persons.
Expert, administrative and technical tasks for the Commission are performed by
the Directorate for Detained and Missing within the Ministry of Croatian Veterans.

Q:
A:

What is the Directorate for Detained and Missing and what is its role?
The Directorate is the responsible institution for locating, recovering and
identifying missing persons in Croatia. It operates within the Ministry of Croatian
Veterans. Its mandate includes collecting, storing and processing all data on
missing and detained persons during the 1991-95 armed conflict in Croatia. It is
also responsible for the management of exhumed, identified and unidentified
remains and mass, individual and communal graves; it organizes, coordinates
and participates in excavations in Croatia and neighbouring countries; it
organizes, coordinates and participates in the identification of human remains;
it cooperates and exchanges information with civil society organizations that
bring together families of detainees and missing persons and supports their
work. finally, the Directorate acts as the coordinating and executive body of the
Commission on Missing Persons of the Republic of Croatia.
Funds for the process are allocated from the state budget. Families are not charged
for any service during the process though there may be a small administrative
charge to receive copies of certain documents. If family members are asked to
cover any cost, they should report this to the Directorate, which will investigate.
The Headquarters of the Directorate are in Zagreb. The Directorate has established
field offices in Vukovar and Split.
Names and contact details of the Directorate and the Ministry’s personnel in field
offices are available at branitelji.gov.hr
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Q:
A:

What is the role of the State’s Attorney’s Office and relevant courts in Croatia in
the missing persons process?
The State Attorney’s Office conducts criminal investigations pursuant to the
Criminal Procedure Code. Based on information from the State Attorney’s
Office, the relevant courts will issue an order for an exhumation and oversee
the exhumation process. This applies in cases where there is evidence that
the death was caused by a criminal offence. In missing persons cases where it
cannot be shown that a death was caused by a criminal offence or in relation to
the commission of a criminal offence or where criminal proceedings have been
concluded by a final court judgment, the graves are excavated on the basis of
a request from the Ministry of Croatian Veterans in accordance with the Law on
Persons Missing in the Homeland War.

Missing Persons Data

Q:
A:

How is data on missing persons kept in Croatia?
Data from families of the missing is central to the process of locating and identifying
missing persons. It is also important for establishing an accurate narrative about
war events. The official Register of Persons Missing in the Homeland War is kept
by the Ministry of Veterans in line with the Rulebook adopted by the Ministry.
The Register contains personal data on the missing person, regarding the
circumstances of their disappearance as well as other information relevant to
locating missing persons. The Ministry verifies data in the Register with data
from other official records. The Ministry also keeps official records on excavated
identified and non-identified human remains from individual and mass graves
and surface locations.
Authorized staff of the Directorate for Detained and Missing have access to the
Regional Database of Active Missing Persons Cases, which enables them to view,
exchange and be notified of all changes made in data on missing persons kept by
neighbouring countries.

Q:
A:

Is missing persons data protected?
All data on missing persons and their families are subject to data protection
measures prescribed by Croatian laws on personal data protection and in line the
European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The data contained
in the Register is not publicly available, except for a part of the data defined by the
Rulebook adopted by the Ministry of Croatian Veterans.

Legislation

Q:
A:
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What legislation exists in Croatia to regulate the issue of missing persons?
Croatia adopted the Law on Persons Missing in the Homeland War, which
entered into force on 1 August 2019. The Law regulates the rights of families, the
process of identification, registration of missing persons, and the safekeeping
and burial of human remains. It also regulates cooperation with other states,
international organizations and family associations. According to the law, all
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institutions, individuals and other subjects are required to provide information
and documents related to the disappearance of missing persons and locations of
clandestine graves. Sanctions are prescribed for those who do not disclose such
information. The Law takes a non-discriminatory approach to missing persons
and persons killed during the war whose final burial place is unknown. The full
text of the Croatian Law on Persons Missing in the Homeland War can be viewed
at: https://www.zakon.hr/z/2123/Zakon-o-osobama-nestalim-u-Domovinskomratu

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

What legal rights do families of the missing have under the Croatian Law on
Persons Missing in the Homeland War?
Under the Croatian Law on Missing Persons, families of the missing have the right
to receive the human remains of their missing relative for burial, and to learn
to the greatest extent possible about the circumstances of their disappearance
or death. The Directorate is obliged to provide the families with available
information regarding the progress and results of locating their missing relative.
The Directorate performs exhumation, examination and identification of victims
free of charge including the cost of DNA testing and matching. Families are
also entitled to funeral care that is provided and coordinated by the Ministry of
Croatian Veterans.
Does a family member have the right to ask for financial support in Croatia?
Croatia has adopted two laws that define the rights of Croatian missing war
veterans and their families: the Law on the Rights of Croatian Homeland War
Veterans and their Family Members and the Law on the Protection of Military and
Civilian War-Disabled Persons. Both laws prescribe financial support to family
members of a missing Croatian defender, in the form of an allowance amounting
to disability benefit, pension, etc. The laws do not attribute benefits to family
members depending on the military status of the missing person.
Families of Croatian missing civilians can submit requests relevant to status and
material rights to the relevant administrative bodies in the Counties and the City
of Zagreb.

Locating, Recovering and Identifying the Missing in
Croatia

Q:
A:

Who conducts excavations in Croatia?
The Ministry of Croatian Veterans via its Directorate for Detained and Missing
organises and conducts excavations of gravesites in Croatia in cooperation with
state bodies, institutions and other relevant legal subjects.
The Ministry’s Directorate for Detained and Missing conducts excavations in
line with a court order, based on the Criminal Procedure Code when there is a
suspicion that a missing person was a crime victim. In cases where there is no
proof that a missing person was the victim of a crime or where it is known that
a victim died of other causes, or where the related court proceedings have been
concluded, an excavation will be conducted at the request of the Ministry, in line
with the Law on Persons Missing in the Homeland War.
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Other people may be present at an exhumation, but only if the Directorate invites
them or approves their presence. Based on concluded bilateral agreements,
the Directorate may also invite representatives of competent bodies from other
countries.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:
30

Where are human remains held after the exhumation has been completed?
After the exhumation has been completed, the remains are transported to
scientific and medical institutions for examination and identification. Remains
that cannot be identified are kept at memorial ossuaries in Mirogoj and in Osijek.
What happens to human remains at the mortuary?
At the mortuary, a court-appointed legal medicine specialist will examine the
remains and take a very small sample of bone to submit to the DNA laboratory
for DNA testing. As part of the examination the police may take documentary
evidence and photographs. In combination with the DNA results received, the
court-appointed medical expert will perform a review of all other data available
with a view to inviting family members to an official identification and issuing a
death certificate.
What has been done to resolve NN cases in Croatia?
In order to resolve NN cases the Directorate has:
Ò

Established the Working Group for resolution of complex identification
cases (2014);

Ò

Prepared and implemented the Protocol addressing cases of
subsequent re-associations, wrong recognitions and identifications
supported by missing persons family associations (2015); and

Ò

Reviewed all recovered, unidentified human remains in the locations
of their temporary storage (2017) with subsequent implementation of
recommendations of the review.

What is the procedure in Croatia for an official identification and how long can it
take?
In Croatia, the Ministry of Croatian Veterans is responsible for coordinating
the process of identification of recovered human remains of missing persons.
Examination and preliminary identification is conducted by a scientific-medical
institution contracted by the Ministry. Based on the results of the examination
and preliminary identification, the Ministry will organize final identification
and inform the family member(s) who reported the disappearance. The family
member(s) may or may not accept the findings and the preliminary identity
established by the scientific-medical institution in charge. When the findings
are accepted by the family member(s), the official identification takes place and
the case is closed. By law, the Directorate for Detained and Missing Persons is
responsible for closing missing persons cases in Croatia.
Is ICMP assisting the process?
Croatia and ICMP have cooperated extensively since 1996, to account for missing
and disappeared persons. In 2004, ICMP and the Ministry of Family, Defenders
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and Intergenerational Solidarity signed an agreement on a joint project of
identifications based on DNA analysis. Based on the agreement, Croatia and
ICMP have been exchanging anonymized family reference DNA profiles, i.e. data
excluding information such as the names of missing persons and their family
members. If a DNA match is established between family reference and postmortem DNA profiles by either Croatia or ICMP, technical experts from both
groups review the genetic data. Only after completion of the technical review is
personal information and genetic data exchanged and a DNA report issued.
As a result of this cooperation, which has enabled comparison of the DNA profiles
of reference samples with post-mortem DNA profiles, ICMP has DNA-matched
more than 656 missing persons cases related to the war, whose reported place
of disappearance was Croatia, and an additional 46 missing persons, whose
reported place of disappearance was either Bosnia and Herzegovina or Serbia.

Q:
A:

How can a family declare a missing person dead in Croatia if remains of the
missing are not identified, and what will happen to the investigation if the person
is so declared?
In Croatia, any persons with legal interest, a public attorney or a public prosecutor,
can initiate the process of declaring a missing person dead before their remains
have been found and identified. This is done through out-of-court proceedings,
in line with the Law on Promulgation of Missing Persons Dead and Attestation
of Death (NN 10/1974). In such cases, criminal investigations and activities to
locate the missing person do not cease and the case is not be closed until the
person is found alive or their remains are recovered and officially identified.

The Role of Civil Society

Q:
A:

How can families of the missing be more involved in the process in Croatia?
Associations of missing persons’ families should be the first point of contact for
families. Family associations representing the relatives of the missing in Croatia
have been formed in both Croatia and Serbia to urge authorities to dedicate
necessary resources to find and identify their loved ones and learn about their
fate. They include the Union of Associations of Families of Captured and Missing
Croatian Defenders; Mothers of Vukovar; the Union of Associations of Croatian
Civilian Victims of Croatia’s Homeland War; and the Centre for Protection of the
Rights of Captured and Missing Citizens of Croatia and Members of their Families,
also known as Apel.
Families of ethnic Serbs missing on the territory of Croatia are represented by the
Association of Parents and Families of Detained, Captured and Missing Persons of
Serbia and Montenegro, and the Association of Families of the Missing and Killed
“Tear”. Contacts for all family associations are shown at the end of this Guide.

Q:
A:

Can family associations receive financial support from the government
authorities for their work?
In 1998, the Croatian Government established the Office for Cooperation with
NGOs, to improve standards for financing programs and projects of associations
from public sources. It cooperates closely with the Council for the Development
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of Civil Society, and at the same time offers the Council technical, administrative,
professional and financial support. More information can be found on the website
https://udruge.gov.hr/
In 2003, the Croatian Parliament established the National Foundation for Civil
Society Development. The National Foundation, among other things, offers
expert and financial support to family associations for their work. https://zaklada.
civilnodrustvo.hr/
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KOSOVO
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Who is considered a missing person in Kosovo in relation to the Kosovo armed
conflict?
According to the Law on Missing Persons in Kosovo, a missing person is a person
whose whereabouts are unknown to his/her family members and seekers, and
who, based on reliable information, was reported missing during the period from
1 January 1998 to 31 December 2000, as a consequence of the 1998-99 conflict.
How to report a missing person in Kosovo?
A missing person can be reported by contacting the Kosovo Commission on
Missing Persons. Contact information for the Kosovo Commission on Missing
Persons can be found in the last section of this Guide. The report can also be
submitted at local police stations. The Kosovo Commission on Missing Persons
veriﬁes all reported cases.
Disappearance in relation to war events can also be reported via ICMP’s website
under “Report a Missing Person”. Details on how to report a missing person to
ICMP via the Online Inquiry Centre are shown in Section 4 of this Guide.

Q:
A:

How to report the location of a grave in Kosovo or in neighbouring countries?
Anyone with information about the location of a gravesite relevant to the victims
from the 1998-99 Kosovo conflict, can provide it to the Kosovo Commission on
Missing Persons or the Serbia Commission on Missing Persons. These agencies
will take the supplied information to the relevant prosecutor’s office in order to
obtain a court order for an exhumation.
Alternatively, information can be supplied via the Site Locator online application
located on ICMP’s website. Details on how to report a site using the Site Locator
are shown in Section 4 of this Guide.

Q:
A:

How can a family member check the status of the case of their missing relative in
Kosovo?
Based on Article 14 of the Law on Missing Persons, families of missing persons have
the right to access information available in the Central Register of Missing Persons.
Family members or their legal representatives may submit a request to access data
contained in the Central Register, to the Kosovo Commission on Missing Persons.
The Kosovo Commission on Missing Persons will review the application and take a
decision within ﬁfteen (15) days of the date of submission.
Family members can check the status of missing persons cases directly by
accessing ICMP’s Online Inquiry Centre (OIC). Detailed instructions on how to
access ICMP’s OIC are available in Section 4 of this Guide.
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Institutions involved in resolving missing persons
cases in Kosovo

Q:
A:

What is the Kosovo Commission on Missing Persons and what is its role?
The Kosovo Commission on Missing Persons is a government agency that
leads, supervises, harmonizes and coordinates activities with relevant local and
international institutions to investigate cases of persons missing as a result of the
Kosovo conﬂict, regardless of their ethnic background, religion, or military or civil
status.
While the Commission operates within the Office of the Prime Minister, it
cooperates with the Public Prosecution Office, the courts, ministries of Foreign
Affairs, Justice, Internal Affairs and Local Government Administration, on
exchange of information on missing persons and ensuring assistance in the
implementation of its activities.
The Kosovo Commission is composed of representatives of the Ministry of Internal
Aﬀairs, the Ministry of Local Government Administration, the Ministry of Labour
and Social Welfare, the Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs, the Ministry for the Kosovo
Security Force, the Institute of Forensic Medicine (IFM), and two representative of
families – one from the Kosovar Albanian community and one from the minority
communities. The Kosovo Commission bears all costs related to exhumation,
identification and burial of identified individuals from the state budget. Costs of
reference sample collection, DNA testing and matching are covered by ICMP.
Representatives of the Kosovo Commission participate in the Pristina Delegation
to the Working Group on missing persons in relation to the events in Kosovo.
Representatives of the Serbia Commission on Missing Persons participate in the
Belgrade Delegation to the same Working Group. The Working Group was set up
in 2004 as a temporary platform for the exchange of information about missing
persons between Belgrade and Pristina. The Sub Working Group on forensic
issues, that operates within the Working Group, deals with the exchange of
information on examinations, identifications and other related issues.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:
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What is the role of the Kosovo Special Prosecutor’s Office (SPK) and the courts in
the missing persons process?
The SPK was established in 2008 to investigate and prosecute Crimes Against
Humanity, War Crimes in Grave Breach of the Geneva Conventions, War Crimes
in Serious Violation of Laws and Customs Applicable in International Armed
Conﬂict, War Crimes in Serious Violation of Article 3 Common to the Geneva
Conventions, and War Crimes in Serious Violation of Laws and Customs Applicable
in Armed Conﬂict not of an International Character. As such, it is responsible for
investigating cases of enforced disappearance. In May 2014, competence for
obtaining court orders for the exhumation of missing persons on the territory of
Kosovo was transferred from EULEX to the SPK.
What is the role of the Specialist Chambers in The Hague?
The Kosovo Specialist Chambers and Specialist Prosecutor’s Office were
established pursuant to an international agreement ratified by the Kosovo
Assembly, a Constitutional Amendment and the Law on Kosovo Specialist
Chambers and Specialist Prosecutor’s Office.
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They are of temporary nature with a specific mandate and jurisdiction over crimes
against humanity, war crimes and other crimes under Kosovo law, which were
commenced or committed in Kosovo between 1 January 1998 and 31 December
2000 by or against citizens of Kosovo or the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. The
Kosovo Specialist Chambers and the Specialist Prosecutor’s Office (SPO), are part
of Kosovo’s judicial system but located in The Hague, the Netherlands. Their staff
is international, as are the Judges, the Specialist Prosecutor and the Registrar.
When conducting operations in Kosovo, the SPO is supported by the Kosovo
Police and the European Union Rule of Law Mission in Kosovo (EULEX).

Missing Persons Data

Q:
A:

How is data on missing persons kept in Kosovo?
Data from families of the missing is central to the process of locating and
identifying missing persons as well as for establishing accurate historical records
of war events in Kosovo. In line with the Kosovo Law on Missing Persons, the
Kosovo Commission collects, keeps, and organises data in the Central Registry
of persons missing during the war in Kosovo. The Central Registry contains
personal data on the missing person, and data regarding the circumstances of
their disappearance as well as other information relevant to locating, recovering
and identifying missing persons.
Authorized staff of the Kosovo Commission have access to the Regional Database
of Active Missing Persons cases, which enables them to view, exchange and be
notified about all changes made in data on missing persons kept by neighbouring
countries.

Q:
A:

What data protection measures are applied?
Data kept in the Central Register is processed and reviewed pursuant to the Law
on Protection of Personal Data and the Law on Classification of Information and
Security Clearances, as well as other legal obligations relating to the protection
of personal data. The Kosovo Commission has adopted a Rulebook which
prescribes the procedure for using, registering, excluding, and exchanging data,
its verification and management.

Legislation

Q:
A:

What legislation exists in Kosovo that regulates the issue of missing persons?
The Kosovo Parliament has adopted two Laws which directly regulate the issue
of missing persons and the rights of their families:

The full text of both
Laws can be viewed
at:
https://gzk.rks-gov.net/

Ò

The Law on Missing Persons (September 2011); and

ActDetail.aspx?ActID=2793

Ò

The Law on the Status and Rights of Martyrs, Invalids, Veterans,
Members of the Kosovo Liberation Army, Sexual Violence Victims of
the War, Civilian Victims and their Families (December 2011).

https://gzk.rks-gov.net/
ActDetail.aspx?ActID=2765
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Q:
A:

Q:
A:
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What legal rights do family members of missing persons have under the Kosovo
Law on Missing Persons?
Under the Kosovo Law on Missing Persons and the Constitution of Kosovo,
especially Chapter II on fundamental rights and freedoms, the families have a
continuing right to official, adequate and transparent investigation into the
disappearance of their relative. This State obligation remains until the missing
person has been accounted for, or until adequate measures have been taken to
investigate the disappearance. According to the Law on Missing Persons:
1.

Families of missing persons should not be punished or exposed to
threats, violence or any other form of threat because they want to know
about circumstances of the disappearance or whereabouts of their
missing family member(s).

2.

The civil status of missing persons’ spouses shall not change until
a death certiﬁcate has been issued for the missing spouse, or their
missing spouse is pronounced dead by a court, pursuant to the Law on
Non-contested Procedure.

3.

Families of the missing may ask the Basic Court located in the
municipality in which their missing relative resided to authorize
temporary administration of property and assets that belong to their
missing relative. The court may authorize temporary administration
if the family request is in the best interest of the missing relative. If a
missing relative is pronounced dead thereafter pursuant to provisions
of the Law on Non-contested Procedure, a family member may be
appointed as a custodian pursuant to the same Law.

4.

Provided a family member can prove his/her material dependency
on the income of their missing relative, he/she may apply to the Basic
Court of the last residential address of the missing relative to receive
payment (daily fee) from the properties of the missing person.

5.

Family members have the right to the burial of their relative after the
identiﬁcation of the remains. The Kosovo Commission will cover the
expenses.

6.

Family members have the right of access to information in the Central
Register of Missing Persons, subject to relevant legislation on personal
data protection.

7.

Family members enjoy equal rights and should not be subject to
discrimination based on their race, colour, sex, language, religion,
political opinions or other opinions, their national or social origin,
affiliation with any community, property, economic or social condition,
sexual orientation, birth, disabilities or any other personal status.

Do family members have the right to financial support in Kosovo?
Family members of missing persons have the right to request financial
compensation under the Law on the Status and Rights of Martyrs, Invalids,
Veterans, Members of the Kosovo Liberation Army, Sexual Violence Victims of
the War, Civilian Victims and their Families. Under this Law they also have the
following rights:
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Q:
A:

Ò

the right to family pension;

Ò

priority in employment;

Ò

advantage in registration and admission to public educational
institutions;

Ò

grants for secondary and university education;

Ò

free accommodation in student dormitories;

Ò

support for family housing;

Ò

free tariﬀ and reduced consumption record of electricity for personal use
in case of difficult economic circumstances, when full social assistance
has also been provided;

Ò

exemption from payment of court, administrative and public fees;

Ò

free primary, secondary and tertiary health care in institutions of public
health;

Ò

free accommodation in homes for the elderly; and

Ò

exemption from administration payments in public university education.

Which family members of missing persons can apply for financial support in
Kosovo?
The spouse, child, parent, stepfather, stepmother, stepchild, adopted child or
extramarital partner of a missing person can apply for financial support. The
spouse of a missing person will forfeit the right to ﬁnancial beneﬁts foreseen
under the Law if they remarry. Missing persons’ children are entitled to ﬁnancial
beneﬁts under the law until they are eighteen (18), or until the age of twenty-six
(26) if enrolled in higher education.

Locating, Recovering and Identifying the Missing in
Kosovo

Q:
A:

Who is in charge at the excavation site, and why is the Prosecutor’s Office
involved?
Every excavation is considered part of an investigation into a person’s death.
Graves are viewed as suspected crime scenes; thus, the SPK is in overall control
of excavations on the territory of Kosovo. Based on the provisions of the Kosovo
Criminal Procedure Code, collection of evidence during exhumation and postmortem examination of recovered remains is done under the order of the SPK.
Access to sites is strictly controlled by the Prosecutor and limited to professionals
named in the Court order. Other individuals and institutions, such as family
members or journalists, may be present, by appointment and with the
Prosecutor’s permission.
The Kosovo authorities may invite the Serbian authorities, represented by the
Belgrade Delegation, to attend the excavation of a site on the territory of Kosovo
through the ICRC Working Group mechanism.
An agreement signed between the Kosovo Commission and the Montenegrin
Commission in October 2015 makes provision for the Montenegrin Commission
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to attend the excavation of sites on the territory of Kosovo when the Montenegrin
Commission has an interest in a particular site because it is believed that
Montenegrin citizens may be buried there.

Q:
A:
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:
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Where are human remains held after the exhumation has been completed?
All human remains exhumed from gravesites in Kosovo are held in the mortuary
at the Institute of Forensic Medicine in Pristina.
What happens to human remains at the mortuary?
At the mortuary, a court-appointed legal medicine specialist, with the assistance
of an anthropologist in certain cases, will examine the remains and take a very
small sample of bone to submit to ICMP’s laboratory system for DNA testing.
As part of the examination the police may take documentary evidence and
photographs. In combination with the DNA testing results, a court-appointed
medical specialist will review all other available data with a view to concluding
the official identiﬁcation and issuing a death certificate.
What has been done to resolve NN cases?
EULEX forensic staff working within the Kosovo IFM launched a review of
unidentified human remains, the No-Name (NN) cases project, at Pristina
Mortuary in 2010. The review was completed in 2012. In its 2012 annual report,
EULEX’s Department for Forensic Medicine said it had determined that there were
342 NN cases in Pristina Mortuary. The review of NN cases in Pristina Mortuary
resulted in the submission of a large number of post-mortem profiles to the ICMP
laboratory system for DNA testing, and EULEX IFM reports that 45 missing persons
cases were resolved as a result. In its 2017 Stocktaking report for Kosovo, ICMP
recommended steps to resolve additional NN cases in the Pristina Mortuary,
based on ICMP’s experience in reviewing NN cases and best forensic practice. The
issue of NN cases has also been discussed at the regional level and it has been
included in the Framework Plan to Address the Issue of Persons Missing from
Conflicts on the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia.
What is the procedure in Kosovo for an official identification and how long can it
take?
In Kosovo, IFM staﬀ officially identify the missing person and then inform the
responsible prosecutor and family members. The Family Outreach Division of the
IFM and the case worker at the Kosovo Commission on Missing Persons inform
the family of the results.
How can a family declare a missing person dead in Kosovo if remains of the
missing are not identified, and what will happen to the investigation if the person
is so declared?
Based on the Kosovo Law on Non-contentious Procedure, families of missing
persons can declare their relatives deceased, even if their remains have not
been found. However, according to the Law on Missing Persons in Kosovo, the
investigation into missing persons cases and the search process will continue
until the missing person is found alive or his/her remains are identified.
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Diagram showing exhumations process in Kosovo under the
jurisdiction of SPRK
Information on potential gravesite location

Kosovo Police
War Crimes Unit

IFM

Kosovo GCMP

ICRC
Working Group

Anonymous reports
via ICMP’s Site
Locator

Request for excavation
Kosovo Special Prosecution Office (SPRK)
Court order for excavation

EXCAVATION

Police War
Crimes Unit

SPRK

Institute of
Forensic
Medicine (IFM)

Kosovo GCMP

ICRC1

GCMP of the
Republic of
Serbia1
GCMP of
Montenegro2
ICMP3

1

At exhumations of sites of joint interest, representatives of Serbian GCMP may attend through invitation conveyed by the
Working Group on Missing Persons in relation to the 1998-1999 events in Kosovo

2

Kosovo GCMP may invite representatives of the GCMP of Montenegro to attend exhumations of sites of joint interest

3

Kosovo GCMP may invite ICMP to provide technical assistance at exhumations of complex sites
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The Role of Civil Society

Q:
A:

How can a family member of a missing person be more involved in the process in
Kosovo?
Associations of missing persons’ families should be the first point of contact.
Anyone whose relative is missing can join a family association.
There are around 25 active associations of families whose relatives went missing
as a consequence of the Kosovo conflict. To get in touch with a family association
representing the missing from a certain area/community, contact the Kosovo
Coordination Council of the Family Associations of Missing Persons and Missing
Persons Resource Centre. Contact details are available at the end of this Guide.

Q:
A:
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Can family associations receive financial support from the government
authorities for their work?
Members of a registered Family Association can submit a funding request to the
Kosovo Commission on Missing Persons. Family associations can also apply for
ﬁnancial support from the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare for subsidies and
grants. The Ministry’s contact details are provided at the end of this Guide.
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MONTENEGRO
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Which missing persons are subjects of interest to the Government Commission on
Missing Persons of Montenegro?
Persons who were reported missing as a consequence of armed conflicts on the
territory of the former Yugoslavia in the 1990s to the Government Commission on
Missing Persons of Montenegro are subjects of interest to the Commission.
How to report a missing person in Montenegro?
Any disappearance in relation to the war events can be reported by contacting
the Government Commission on Missing Persons of Montenegro, via phone, mail
or email. See contact details at the end of this Guide. War related disappearances
can also be reported via ICMP’s website under “Report a missing Person”. Details
on how to report a missing person to ICMP are shown in Section 4 of this Guide.
How to report the location of a grave in Montenegro or in neighbouring countries?
Anyone in possession of any information that might lead to the discovery of a
gravesite containing remains of persons missing from conflicts on the territory of
the former Yugoslavia should report it to the Government Commission on Missing
Persons of Montenegro, via phone, mail or email. Information may pertain to a
potential gravesite located on the territory of Montenegro or the neighbouring
countries. The Government Commission, will share the information with the
competent institutions in neighbouring countries in line with bilateral agreements
on assistance in the process of accounting for missing persons that Montenegro
has signed with all the countries of the former Yugoslavia.
Alternatively, information on the potential location of a gravesite can be reported
via the Site Locator application on ICMP’s website. Details on how to access the
Site Locator are shown in Section 4 of this Guide.

Q:
A:

How can a family member check the status of the case of their missing relative in
Montenegro?
A family member can inquire about the status of their case by contacting the
Government Commission on Missing Persons of Montenegro. Families of the
missing can also check the status of the missing persons cases directly by
accessing ICMP’s Online Inquiry Centre. Detailed instructions on how to access
ICMP’s OIC are available in Section 4 of this Guide.

Institutions involved in resolving missing persons cases
in Montenegro

Q:
A:

What is the Commission on Missing Persons of the Government of Montenegro,
and what is its role?
The Commission on Missing Persons of the Government of Montenegro is a
specialized agency established by the Government in 2007. As of 2015, the
Commission operates within the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare. The
Commission on Missing Persons was created as a multidisciplinary inter-
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ministerial government body comprising representatives of the Ministry of Labour
and Social Welfare, the ministries of Foreign Affairs, Justice, Interior, Defence, and
Human Rights and Minorities, the Supreme State Prosecutor’s Office, and the
National Red Cross Society of Montenegro. It is fully funded from the state budget
and reports directly to the Government of Montenegro on all its activities and
results.
The main role of the Commission is to coordinate efforts by relevant institutions
of Montenegro in the process of locating, exhuming, and identifying missing
persons and to maintain cooperation with the families of missing persons and
their associations. The Commission cooperates with domestic institutions in
charge of missing persons from neighbouring countries and participates in
various regional initiatives relevant to missing persons. The Commission also
makes proposals to the Government to facilitate missing persons investigations
and the fulfilment of other obligations derived from international treaties and
agreements related to missing persons.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

How does the Commission on Missing Persons cooperate with families of the
missing?
The Commission on Missing Persons maintains regular contact with the families
of missing persons in Montenegro and responds to inquiries, and collects and
exchanges information with family members that could aid the investigation of
missing persons cases. The Commission has a duty to inform family members
immediately about the discovery, exhumation or identification of remains of
interest to that family. The Commission also organizes the repatriation of human
remains to Montenegro and covers costs of transportation and burial of human
remains of identified missing persons.
What is the role of the Prosecutor’s Office and the courts in the missing persons
process in Montenegro?
War crimes that resulted in enforced disappearances are investigated by the State
Prosecutor’s Office of Montenegro. In this process the State Prosecutor’s Office
works with the Commission on Missing Persons of Montenegro and prosecutors’
offices outside Montenegro.

Missing Persons Data

Q:
A:

How is data on missing persons kept in Montenegro?
Data from families of the missing is central to the process of locating and identifying
missing persons, as well as for establishing an accurate historical record. It is of
crucial importance that families of missing persons report and provide data on
their missing relative/s to the competent institution, if they have not already done
so. Only then can institutions start a proper investigation into the disappearance
of their missing relative(s) and initiate activities to locate, exhume and identify
their remains.
Once a person is reported missing by provision of basic data, such as first name,
surname, sex, alleged place and date of disappearance, family members will
be contacted to provide a reference sample to be used for the purpose of DNA-
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based identification of the missing person. The Commission on Missing Persons
maintains a register of active missing persons cases that includes this information.
Authorized staff of the Commission have access to the Regional Database of
Active Missing Persons cases, which enables them to view, exchange and be
notified about all changes made in data on missing persons kept by neighbouring
countries.

Q:
A:

What data protection measures are applied?
Personal data provided by families to the authorities is protected in line with
the Montenegro Law on Personal Data Protection, which is in line with the
principles and standards set in international legislation on data protection and
international agreements signed by Montenegro in the field of human rights and
basic freedoms.

Legislation

Q:
A:

What legislation exists in Montenegro on missing persons?
Montenegro applies domestic and international legal regulations when
investigating cases of missing persons. Disappearances that happened in the
context of war crimes that are under the jurisdiction of the Montenegrin judiciary
are investigated in line with the Criminal Code of Montenegro and the Criminal
Procedure Code of Montenegro.
Bilateral cooperation between Montenegro and other countries whether from
the territory of the former Yugoslavia or beyond are regulated by international
conventions and bilateral protocols on cooperation that Montenegro has signed
with neighbouring countries.
The functions and mandate of the Commission on Missing Persons are regulated
by the Decision on Establishment of the Commission on Missing Persons number:
023-3/15-7 of 6 February 2015.

Q:
A:

What rights do families of the missing have in Montenegro?
In Montenegro, costs of the process are borne by the state and its institutions,
while ICMP covers costs of DNA testing and matching. The Commission on
Missing Persons directly covers the cost of transporting human remains as well
as funeral expenses. The Commission on Missing Persons is required to provide
all necessary assistance to the families in relation to the process of resolving
cases of disappearances in Montenegro, such as financial assistance for travel to
identification, place of burial etc. depending on available funds.

Locating, Recovering and Identifying the Missing in
Montenegro  

Q:
A:

What is the identification procedure in Montenegro?
To date, the remains of missing persons whose families live in Montenegro
have
been recovered
on the territories of neighbouring countries
and
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repatriated to Montenegro. The Commission on Missing Persons of Montenegro
organizes the repatriation of remains and certifies the official identification
documents issued in the country where the remains were exhumed. Should
the remains of missing person(s) be found on the territory of Montenegro, the
excavation site would be treated as a crime scene and identification(s) would be
performed in line with the Criminal Procedure Code of Montenegro

Q:
A:

How can a family declare a missing person dead in Montenegro if remains of
the missing are not identified, and what will happen to the investigation if the
person is so declared?
Families can declare their missing relative dead in line with the Law on ExtraJudicial Proceedings of Montenegro. If they do so, and the remains of the person
have not been found, the process of locating and identifying will continue. A
missing persons case is closed only when the remains are found and identified,
i.e. on the date of the official identification.  

The Role of Civil Society

Q:
A:

Q:
A:
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How can families of the missing be more involved in the process?
Family associations of missing persons should be the first point of contact, since
the associations gather and provide information about missing persons and
surviving family members. “Crveni Bozur” is a family association in Montenegro
that gathers families of persons missing from the conflict in Kosovo. Crveni bozur
is based in Sutomore.
Can family associations receive financial support from the government
authorities for their work?
The Commission on Missing Persons of Montenegro supports the work of the
family association that is active in Montenegro by awarding grants to assist
it with operational costs. The amount of funds awarded for the work of the
association, depends on the funds available in the Commission’s budget.
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REPUBLIC OF SERBIA
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Who is considered a missing person in Serbia in the context of the 1990s armed
conflict?
Persons who went missing as a consequence of armed conflicts or in relation
to the armed conflict on the territory of the former Yugoslavia in the 1990s and
who were reported to the Government Commission on Missing Persons of the
Republic of Serbia (the Commission on Missing Persons), are considered missing
persons.
How to report a missing person in Serbia?
Families of the missing may report a disappearance of their relatives in relation
to the conflicts on the territory of the former Yugoslavia in the 1990s, to the
Government Commission on Missing Persons or the municipal chapter of the
National Society of the Red Cross of Serbia. Contact details are available at the
end of this Guide.
War-related disappearances can also be reported via ICMP’s website under
“Report a missing Person”. Details on how to report a missing person to ICMP are
shown in Section 4 of this Guide.

Q:
A:

How to report the location of a grave in Serbia or in neighbouring countries?
Anyone in possession of information that may lead to the discovery of a gravesite
in Serbia or in neighbouring countries, should contact the Serbian Commission
on Missing Persons or the War Crimes Prosecutor’s Office in Belgrade.
The information can also be provided anonymously via the Site Locator
application on ICMP’s website. Details on how to access the Site Locator are
shown at the end of this Guide.

Q:
A:

How can a family member check the status of the case of their missing relative in
Serbia?
A family member can check the status of their missing person’s case by contacting
the Commission on Missing Persons. Contact details for the Commission are
available at the end of this Guide.
Families can also check the status of their case directly by accessing ICMP’s Online
Inquiry Centre. Detailed instructions on the use of ICMP’s Online Enquiry Centre
are available in Section 4 of this Guide.

Institutions involved in resolving missing persons
cases in Serbia

Q:
A:

What is the Commission on Missing Persons of the Government of the Republic of
Serbia and what is its role?
The Serbian Government Commission on Missing Persons was formed by a
Decision of the Government of the Republic of Serbia on 8 June 2006, with the
mandate to resolve the issue of persons from the territory of Serbia who went
missing during the armed conﬂicts on the territory of the former Yugoslavia.
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The Commission on Missing Persons took over all the activities and obligations
of government agencies formed since 1991 in dealing with the issue of missing
persons, imprisoned persons and persons killed in the armed conﬂicts on the
territory of the former Yugoslavia.
The Commission on Missing Persons functions as a multidisciplinary and
inter-ministerial body comprising representatives of the ministries of Foreign
Affairs, Defence, Interior, Public Administration and Local Self-Government,
Justice, Finance, and Labour, Employment, Veteran and Social Issues, the War
Crimes Prosecutor’s Office, the Government Office for Kosovo and Metohija, the
Commissariat for Refugees and Migration, and the Red Cross of Serbia.
The Commission on Missing Persons also cooperates with relevant institutions
of neighbouring countries and international organizations. This cooperation is
based on international agreements. For more information, visit http://www.kznl.
gov.rs/latinica/dokumenta.php. The Commission on Missing Persons is at the
Palace of Serbia in Belgrade. Contact details are available at the end of this Guide.
The Department for Missing Persons in the Commissariat for Refugees and
Migration provides expert and administrative-technical assistance to the work
of the Commission on Missing Persons. The Department for Missing Persons
coordinates and participates in the exhumation process, keeps records on
reported missing persons and their relatives, locations of excavations and other
relevant data collected or obtained through exchange with other countries.
It cooperates with the associations of families of the missing and financially
supports their work.

Q:
A:

Who covers costs of investigations, excavations, identifications and burial of
victims?
The Serbian Government allocate funds from the state budget for the work of the
Serbian Commission on Missing Persons and the work of other relevant bodies
with a role in the missing persons process. If the remains of a missing person are
found on the territory of one of Serbia’s neighbours, the cost of the process until
final identification will be borne by that country, as well as the cost of burial if the
family choose to have the remains buried in that country. If the family choose
to have the remains buried in Serbia, repatriation costs from the Serbian border
to the burial site they have chosen will be borne by the Serbian Commission on
Missing Persons.
All costs of reference collection, DNA testing and matching are borne by ICMP as
well as the assistance of anthropologists and archaeologists at the excavation, if
requested by the Serbian authorities.
Families are not charged for any service during the process, though there may be
a small administrative charge to receive copies of certain documents. If a family
member is asked to cover any cost, he/she should report this to the Commission
on Missing Persons, which will investigate.
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Q:
A:

Q:
A:

How does the Commission on Missing Persons cooperate with families of the
missing?
The Commission on Missing Persons maintains regular contact with the families
of missing persons who are citizens or residents of Serbia via the Department for
Missing Persons. The Department responds to inquiries from families about the
status of their relatives’ cases, and collects and exchanges information with family
members that could aid the investigation of cases. The Commission organises
and participates in commemorations, conferences and other events organised
by or for the associations of families of missing persons to inform families about
the latest developments and initiatives in Serbia and regionally. Depending on
available funds, the Department awards support to family associations for their
activities.
What is the role of the Prosecutor’s Offices and the courts in addressing the
missing persons issue in Serbia?
The Office of the War Crimes Prosecutor is competent to prosecute criminal
oﬀences as set forth in Chapter XVI of the Basic Penal Code, i.e. criminal oﬀences
against humanity and international law, as well as oﬀences recognized by the
International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) Statute. It holds
subject matter jurisdiction over war crimes and has overall responsibility for
conducting in-country exhumations in coordination with other relevant agencies
and institutions.

Missing Persons Data

Q:
A:

How is data on missing persons kept in Serbia?
It is of crucial importance for the families of missing persons to report and provide
data on their missing relatives to the competent institution. Only then can
institutions start a proper investigation into the disappearance of their relative(s)
and initiate activities on locating, exhuming and identifying human remains.
When a family has reported a missing relative and provided basic data such as
first name, surname, sex, and alleged place and date of disappearance, they will
be contacted to provide reference samples to be used for the purpose of DNAbased identification of their missing relative.
In Serbia, the Department for Missing Persons within the Commissariat for
Refugees and Migration keeps records on reported missing persons and their
relatives, the location of excavations and other relevant data collected or obtained
through exchange with other countries. Authorized staff of the Department for
Missing Persons have access to the Regional Database of Active Missing Persons
cases, which enables them to view, exchange and be notified about all changes
made in data on missing persons kept by neighbouring countries.
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Q:
A:

What data protection measures are applied?
Personal data provided by the families to the authorities in Serbia is protected in
line with the Law on Personal Data Protection in Serbia (initially enacted in 2008
with the latest version enacted in August 2019). The 2019 Law seeks to comply
with the principles and standards prescribed by the European Union General
Data Protection Regulation.

Legislation

Q:
A:

What legislation exists in Serbia to regulate the issue of missing persons?
Disappearances that occurred in the context of war crimes are investigated in line
with the Criminal Code of the Republic of Serbia, the Criminal Procedure Code
and the Law on Cooperation of Serbia and Montenegro with the International
Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) for the Prosecution of Persons
Responsible for Severe Violations of International Humanitarian Law on the
Territory of the former Yugoslavia since 1991, and other applicable legislation.
Specific legislation on missing persons and the rights of their families does not
exist in Serbia although, according to information provided by the Commission
on Missing Persons, a Law on Missing Persons is in preparation as well as the Law
on the Rights of Veterans, Disabled Veterans, Civilian Invalids of War and their
Family Members that was scheduled to come into force on 1 January 2021 and
which will award some rights to the families of missing persons.

Q:
A:

What legal rights do families have in Serbia?
Under current legislation in Serbia and international law, the families of missing
persons have a continuing right to official, adequate and transparent investigation
into the disappearance of their relatives. This right persists until their missing
relative has been accounted for, or until adequate measures have been taken to
investigate the disappearance.
Costs related to investigations and the process of locating, exhuming and
identifying victims are covered by the state and its institutions, while ICMP covers
costs of DNA testing and matching. The Commission on Missing Persons directly
covers the cost of transporting human remains once identified, as well as funeral
expenses.
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Locating, Recovering and Identifying the Missing in
Serbia

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

What happens to human remains recovered after the exhumation has been
completed?
Human remains recovered on the territory of Serbia are transported to the
relevant institution for forensic and legal medicine, where they undergo a series
of forensic examinations. A bone sample(s) is taken from the remains by a
court-appointed legal medicine specialist, and then sent to the ICMP laboratory
system for DNA analysis. If ICMP obtains a match with the DNA reference samples
collected from missing persons’ relatives, a DNA match report is returned by ICMP
to the forensic institution/authority that provided the post-mortem sample. The
court-appointed legal medicine specialist then performs final identification of
the remains, which are then are handed over to the family for burial.
How can a family declare a missing person dead in Serbia if the remains of the
missing are not identified, and what will happen to the investigation if the person
is so declared?
In Serbia any person with a legitimate interest, or a prosecutor, can initiate the
process of declaring a missing person dead before their remains have been found
and identified. This is done in out-of-court proceedings in line with the Law on
Extra-Judicial Proceedings (latest edition “Official Gazette of the Republic of
Serbia”, no. 106/2015).
In such cases, criminal investigations and activities on locating the missing
person will not cease and the case will not be closed until the person is found
alive or their remains are recovered and officially identified.

The Role of Civil Society

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

How can family members become more involved in the process?
Family associations of missing persons should be the first point of contact, since
they gather and provide information about missing persons and surviving family
members and are in contact with institutions responsible for addressing the issue
of missing persons. For details about a family association operating in a certain
area, contact the Commission on Missing Persons.
Can family associations receive financial support from the government
authorities for their work?
The Commission on Missing Persons, in accordance with regulations, provides
financial assistance to Family Associations of missing persons in Serbia. This can
amount to 20 percent of the annual budget of the Commission.
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SECTION 3

DNA is a microscopic chain-like
molecule that makes up the hereditary
material found in nearly all the cells of
the human body.
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SECTION 3
USE OF DNA IN
IDENTIFICATIONS
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

What is DNA?
DNA is a microscopic chain-like molecule that makes up the hereditary material found
in nearly all the cells of the human body. Half of the DNA is inherited from the mother, the
other half from the father. DNA contains the biological information that is used by nature to
build and maintain our bodies, and determines many of the distinctive characteristics of an
individual. Except for identical twins, no two people share the same DNA pattern. This feature
is used to determine the unique identity of each person.
What is a DNA profile?
When DNA is tested to identify missing persons, only specific small parts or locations of the
DNA are investigated. These different parts are highly variable, and can occur in an incredibly
huge number of combinations. The characteristics of DNA at these locations can be written
down in a numerical designation that is called a DNA profile. Each individual (except identical
twins) has a unique DNA profile.
What is a “family reference sample”?
This is usually a blood sample (four drops of blood) provided by close family members of a
missing person. DNA is obtained from the blood sample and used as a reference that can then
be compared to DNA from the human remains to find a DNA match.
What is a “post mortem sample”?
This is a bone sample taken from skeletal remains recovered during an excavation. This
sample is tested in order to obtain a DNA profile of the victim and then to be compared with
the reference samples of living relatives. Obtaining DNA from a post-mortem sample can be
challenging. Various environmental conditions can break down the DNA in human remains.
Sometimes this destroys all the DNA in the bones and a profile cannot be obtained. In such
cases, ICMP may request additional bone sample(s) from the court-appointed forensic expert
to perform additional tests.
What is a DNA match?
When the DNA profile of the missing person and the DNA profiles of the family members show
that there is a relationship, this is called a DNA match. This is a term used when a DNA profile
obtained from human remains is found to be consistent with the DNA profiles from family
reference samples. ICMP confirms a DNA match only when there is 99.95-percent certainty or
higher, that the remains are related to the family who provided the reference samples.
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Q:
A:

Q:
A:

How are DNA matches found?
ICMP conducts DNA matching of missing persons on a very large scale. DNA profiles from
all family reference samples, representing tens of thousands of missing persons, are entered
into a large secure computer database. DNA profiles obtained from human remains are then
compared by computer to every one of the family reference samples. DNA matches are found
based on shared patterns of DNA that show there is a family relationship.
Who should provide a reference blood sample?
This depends on how closely related the family members are to the missing person, and
on the DNA characteristics of the family in question. Sometimes a single parent or child is
enough, but usually two or more close relatives are needed.
Parents, children, and siblings of the missing person are the most useful, but more distant
relatives may also be helpful. A spouse of the missing person can be a very useful reference if
the child/children are available to give a family reference sample.
ICMP staff will help to explain which family members might help to identify the missing person
if they give a family reference sample. Eligibility of donors is presented in the diagram below.

Diagram showing the level of efficacy of different reference blood samples for a
missing persons DNA identification.
Nuclear DNA Inherited from both parents
Grandfather
Maternal

Uncle
Maternal

Grandmother
Maternal

Aunt
Maternal

Brother

Grandmother
Paternal

Mother

Grandfather
Paternal

Aunt
Paternal

Father

MISSING
PERSON

Brother

Spouse*

Child

Child

Non-blood
relatives

Most useful
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only useful when
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Q:
A:
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:
Q:
A:

How are family reference samples provided?
ICMP uses a simple kit to collect reference samples from families. A small needle is used to
prick a finger so that small droplets of reference blood sample can be collected.
How do I know if enough reference samples have been provided to permit identification of
my missing family member?
You can go to the ICMP Online Inquiry Centre at www.icmp.int and enter the name of the
missing person to find out if enough samples have been provided. The information is
accurate and up to date. But remember that a DNA match can only be made if the remains of
the missing person have been found and a DNA profile has been successfully extracted from
them.
What if I have multiple relatives missing?
Your sample can help to identify all of them depending on your family relationship to them.
However, if multiple siblings are missing, DNA may not be able to tell which sibling is which,
unless the missing persons had children who also provided family reference samples. If not,
then experts will examine the remains to look for evidence of the person’s biological profile
(age, height, sex) and compare this with the results of DNA matching.
I gave a reference blood sample years ago, but still have not received an answer. Should I
provide a reference blood sample again?
There is no need for an additional blood sample from any individual who has already provided
a sample. However, it may be helpful to access the ICMP Online Inquiry Centre at www.icmp.
int to check if sufficient family reference samples have been provided.
What about families where all the members have died or disappeared, or if there are not
enough family relatives to give reference blood samples?
This can be a significant problem for identification, and there will be cases like this where DNA
identification is not possible. In some cases, existing DNA profiles of missing persons already
held by ICMP can be compared with the DNA profiles from deceased relatives or compared
with circumstantial and other evidence, for an identification to be made. ICMP is working on
the deployment of new DNA technologies, such as Massively Parallel Sequencing, that make
identifications possible on the basis of a single relative’s reference sample.
I gave a reference blood sample years ago, so why is there no DNA match?
The most likely explanation is that the remains of your family member have not been
recovered. Another reason could be that you are the only donor and there is no other close
relative of the missing person who could provide a blood sample to make a match.
When does DNA analysis not work?
Various environmental conditions can break down the DNA contained in human remains.
Sometimes this destroys all the DNA in the bones and a profile cannot be obtained.
Can a person be identified without the use of DNA?
The countries established on the territory of the former Yugoslavia are employing DNA-based
testing as the primary method for identification of missing persons. If DNA cannot be obtained
from the human remains or no family references are available, it is possible that some cases
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can be identified based on a combination of such things as circumstantial evidence, clothing
and personal effects, and distinctive anthropological or medical characteristics. However,
many of these forms of evidence are error prone and not scientifically objective, so they must
be used very cautiously and only when the combined evidence can be seen to be extremely
certain.

Q:
A:

Can a person be identified when ICMP does not have sufficient blood reference samples?
Sometimes useful DNA evidence can be obtained even when there are not sufficient reference
samples to make a full DNA match. If a single sibling is available as a reference, for example, it
could be that the DNA results show a strong likelihood of relationship even if the 99.95-percent
surety of a DNA match is not reached. ICMP has a method for communicating such possible
DNA relationships to the authorities that are responsible for the identification. If the DNA
information is consistent with other evidence in the case, a combination of the DNA evidence
and non-DNA evidence can be used to complete the identification.
Even if there are not sufficient reference samples provided by living relatives, sometimes
missing persons can be identified based on the DNA profiles of their relatives who were
also missing and have been identified by DNA. For example, if a mother and sister provide
reference samples, their husband/brother can be identified. His DNA profile could then be
used to identify his missing son.

Q:
A:

Does DNA identify missing persons with certainty?
DNA contains unique identifying characteristics even when no other evidence is present. DNA
is accepted worldwide as one of the most reliable scientific methods for identifying missing
persons. The minimum level of certainty of a DNA match that ICMP will accept is 99.95 percent;
however, in most cases, the level of certainty is essentially 100 percent.
Identification of a person should always rely on scientifically valid methods for identification
rather than personal recognition or circumstantial evidence. This is also of vital importance
for judicial processes where DNA-based identifications may be used as evidence in criminal
cases.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:
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How were identifications conducted prior to the use of DNA-led identifications?
Prior to the introduction of large-scale DNA testing in the identification of missing persons
in 2001 on the territory of the former Yugoslavia, cases were identified primarily through
visual recognition of human remains, personal effects and clothing (traditional identification
methods), and by using ante-mortem and post-mortem comparison. Traditional methods of
identification are not exact and hold a risk of error. Any potential misidentifications could
present an impediment to resolving remaining active missing persons cases.
Can DNA information tell anything about ethnicity?
No, the DNA information used by ICMP for missing persons identification provides no
information on the background of the person. The only information that the DNA profile can
give is whether the person is male or female. The DNA profile cannot show anything about
age, height, hair colour, skin colour, eye colour and it certainly cannot indicate the religion of
the person, the ethnicity or any medical conditions.
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Q:
A:

Will ICMP share my genetic information with any other parties?
Participation of family members in processes to locate their loved ones, including DNA-led
processes, is voluntary and subject to appropriate informed consent. Informed consent
means that families are informed in advance of the uses that will be made of their data.
Accordingly, consent forms state that genetic and other personal information will be
processed for identification purposes only. The sample collected by ICMP will only be used to
assist with the identification process and will be used for no other purposes.
If you specifically give consent to ICMP, your profile may be provided to assist in criminal trials
of those accused of war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide, etc. If you do not
give permission for this information to be released then your genetic information (your DNA
profile) will not be given to any outside party.

Q:
A:

How does ICMP protect genetic information?
ICMP considers the genetic profiles of missing persons and their families to be sensitive
personal information. This data is stored in secure databases, and many precautions are
taken to ensure proper data protection.
Data provided to ICMP is protected under ICMP’s international diplomatic immunities and
privileges, which means that it cannot be expropriated or misused by government authorities
or other agencies. ICMP’s Policy on Personal Data Processing and Protection is available at:
https://www.icmp.int/?resources=icmp-policy-on-personal-data-processing-and-protection
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Reporting missing persons and
information pertaining to missing
persons to ICMP
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SECTION 4
ICMP’s Online Inquiry Centre
ICMP’s Online Inquiry Centre (OIC) is
available on oic.icmp.int (oic.icmp.
int/bcs) and as an app. (Image 1)

Image 1

When accessed a page will load where
you can read about the OIC, report a
new missing person, search info on
already reported missing persons,
supply additional information or
report a new grave location (image 2).

Image 2
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Image 3

How to search the OIC for
information on missing persons
To seek information on an already
reported missing person (image 3),
click on Missing Persons Inquiry and
enter the name of the missing person.
Enter at least the first three letters
of both the first and the last name,
though complete names will give
better results. The search is not case
sensitive.
Click on “Search” to see the results.

The search can result in several
records, particularly if you entered
an incomplete name or if there are
several records of missing persons
with the same name (image 4).
You can click on the names to view
the public part of their files. To
refine the search, enter the missing
person’s full name, last name or
father’s name.
Image 4

The public part of a missing person’s
file contains the name and details
such as whether sufficient DNA
samples have been collected and,
when applicable, details of any
institution ICMP has shared the
information for identification.

Image 5
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Image 6

Image 7

If the record states that sufficient
reference samples have been
collected, no further action is
needed. ICMP is comparing the DNA
profiles of the samples provided by
families with those extracted from
recovered remains. (Image 6)

If the record states that not
enough reference samples have
been collected, ICMP is seeking
information on additional family
members who could share a DNA
sample. If you have such information,
you can share it by clicking on the
button “I have information about this
missing person”. (Image 7)

How to register a living relative
of a missing person
The form asks for information about
the relative (image 8).
Once you have completed the form,
click the button “Send Relative Data
Form”. A confirmation will appear.
(image 9). ICMP will process the new
information and organise for DNA
samples to be collected.

Image 8

Image 9
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If there are no records in the database
of a person you know is missing, you
can register the person by clicking on
“Report the Missing Person” (image
10).

Image 10

How to report a missing person
via the OIC
All fields in the form (image 11) must
be completed.

Image 11
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When finished, click on the button
“Send Missing Person Data Form”
(image 12).

Image 12

A confirmation will appear. Please
save the reference number (image
13).

Image 13

Site Locator
A link to the Site Locator is available
on the left-hand side of the main OIC
menu (image 14).

Image 14

To report a site, select a location
in the drop-down list. Zoom in on
the map that appears and place a
marker on the location you want to
report by clicking or tapping on the
map. Enlarge the map so that the
marker is exactly on the location you
want to report (image 15).
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Add information in the boxes below
the map (Image 15).
Adding your personal information is
optional - you can be anonymous if
you wish.
Submit the report by clicking on the
button “I’m not a robot” and then
“Send Site Location Form”.

Image 15

Image 16
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A confirmation window will appear
(image 16).

ICMP submits all reported information
to the relevant domestic institutions
who then conduct further investigation
to verify received information.
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OTHER ADDRESSES AND PHONES (Commissions and associations)
Domestic institutions responsible for the
process of accounting for missing persons:
Missing Persons Institute of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Marka Marulica 2/VI
71000 Sarajevo
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Tel: +387 33 246 550
Fax: +387 33 246 551
E-mail: info@ino.ba
Directorate for Detained and Missing Persons –
Ministry of Croatian Veterans
Trg Nevenke Topalusic 1
10000 Zagreb
CROATIA
Tel: +385 1 2308759
Fax: +385 1 6195951
Email: uznDr@branitelji.hr
Commission on Missing Persons of Kosovo
Government of Kosovo
Mother Theresa Square
10000 Pristina
KOSOVO
Tel: + 383 38 200 14 672
Email:kushtrim.gara@rks-gov.net
Commission on Missing Persons of Montenegro
Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare
Rimski trg 46
81000 Podgorica
MONTENEGRO
Tel: +382 20 482 457
Email: darka.dzabasan@mrs.gov.me
Commission on Missing Persons of the Government of the Republic of Serbia
Palace “Serbia”
Bulevar Mihajla Pupina 2
11 070 Belgrade
SERBIA
Tel: +381 11 2142 133
Fax: +381 11 2132 627
Email: komisijazanestalalica@gov.rs

Family Associations Bosnia and Herzegovina:
Association “Movement of Mothers of Srebrenica
and Žepa Enclaves”
Sarajevo Office:
Nedima Filipovića 17, 71000 Sarajevo
Phone/Fax: +387 33 610 801
Phone: +387 33 522 266
Email: srebrenica.zepa@bih.net.ba
Potočari Office:
Potočari bb, 75430 Srebrenica,
Phone: +387 56 44 01 42
Association “Women of Srebrenica”
Kicelj 54, 75 000 Tuzla
Phone: +387 61 642 408, +387 61 957 067
Email: zenesrebrenice@yahoo.com
Association “Women of Podrinje”
Mala aleja 40, 71 210 Ilidza
Phone: +387 33 623 779, +987 61 341 188
Email: u.z.podrinja-bratunac@hotmail.com
Association “Mothers of Srebrenica”
Potocari Memorial, 75 430 Srebrenica
Phone: +387 61 552 327
Email: fazla.efendic@gmail.com
Association of Families of Prisoners and Missing
Persons in Zvornik
Kalesija gornja bb, 75 260 Kalesija
Phone: +387 61 732 718
Email:zv.udruzenje@gmail.com
Association of the Families of Missing Persons –
Kalesija
Sarajevska 38, 75 260 Kalesija
Phone: +387 61 678 870
Association of the Families of Missing Bosniaks
– Brcko
Bosne Srebrene 16, 76 100 Brčko
Phone: +387 49 212 489, +387 62 338 222,
+387 61 151 119
Email: udruzenjeubijenihbosnjakabdc@hotmail.
com
Association of the Families of Missing Serbs –
Brcko
Cvijete Zuzorić br.9, 76 100 Brčko
Phone: +387 65 745 207
Email: ljubica.zivanovic1959@yahoo.com
Association of the Families of Missing Croats –
Brcko
Seonjaci bb, 76 100 Brčko
Phone: +387 63 484 479
Email: udr.nestalihrvati@gmail.com
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Association of Families of Killed and Missing
Croatian veterans – Office in Orasje
Phone: +387 63 569 431
Association of the Killed and Missing Soldiers
and Civilians Majevica-Semberija
Atinska 2, 76 300 Bijeljina
Phone: +387 55 210 614
Fax: +387 55 322 741
Email: semberijaimajevica@telrad.net

Association “Foca 92-95”
Filipa Visnjica 4, 73 300 Foca
Phone: +387 61 212 682
Email: zrtveratafoca@gmail.com

Association of the Families of Missing Persons –
Ilijas
Hasima Spahica 4, 71 380 Ilijas
Phone: +387 61 223 183
Email: info@upnilijas.com

Association of Families of Captured and Missing
Bosniaks “Prozor 95” Prozor-Rama
Kralja Tomislava bb, 88 440 Prozor
Phone: +387 63 361 597
Email: upzinbprozor@gmail.com

Association the Families of Missing Bosniaks and
Croats – Vrbanja-Kotor Varos
Skolska 13, 72 270 Travnik
Phone: +387 30 512 230, +387 61 403 890
Email: opszino.kotorvaros@hotmail.com

RS Union of Associations of Families of Captured
and Missing Serbs in BiH
Atinska 2, 78 000 Banja Luka
Phone: +387 66 816 923
Email: m.smilja@teol.net

Association of Families of Killed and Missing
Persons – Vitez
Branioca Starog Viteza bb, 72 250 Vitez
Phone: +387 30 520 017
Email: opsbpinl.vitez@gmail.com

Republican Organization of the Families of Captured Soldiers and Missing Civilians (ROPIN HQ)
Kralja Alfonsa XIII/11/I, 78000 Banja Luka
Phone: +387 51 216 460
Email: ropin@teol.net

Association of Families of Killed and Missing Croatian Veterans – Vitez
Hrvatskih branitelja bb, 72 250 Vitez
Phone: +387 63 158 599

Organization “Quarter”
Zanatska 13, 79 000 Prijedor
Phone: +387 52 96 11 18
Email: kvartprijedor@gmail.com

Association of Families of Killed and Missing Croatian veterans – Office in Travnik
Phone: +387 63 451 008

Foundation for Building the Culture of Memory
Zanatska 13, 79 000 Prijedor
Email: fondacijaiksprijedor@gmail.com
Ramulic.prijedor@gmail.com

Association “Grabovica ‘93”
Vukovarska 36, 88 000 Mostar
Phone: +387 63 348 324
Email: dreznjakjosip@gmail.com
Associations of Families of Killed and Missing Veterans of Bugojno
Kulina Bana 1, 70 230 Bugojno
Phone: +387 63 040 455
Email: uopinbdr@gmail.com
Association of the Families of Missing Persons –
Vogosca
Josanicka 80, 71 320 Vogosca
Phone: +387 61 566 139
Email: ema.cekic@yahoo.com
Association “Truth Kalinovik ‘92”
14. septembar 41, 71 210 Ilidza
Phone: +387 61 548 710
Email: samir.vranovic@gmail.com
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Association of the Families of Missing Persons –
Hadzici
Hadželi 64, 71 240 Hadzici
Phone: +387 33 422 150
Email: ferida.nisic@hotmail.com

Parents of the Murdered Children of the City of
Prijedor
Phone: +387 65 681 066
Email: bacicfikret@hotmail.com
Association of Prijedor Women “Source”
Muharema Suljanovica 52, 79101 Prijedor
Phone +387 52 215 635
Regional Coordination of Families of the Missing
from the Former Yugoslavia
Josanicka 80, 71 320 Vogosca
Email: regionalna.koordinacija@gmail.com
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Family Associations Croatia:

Family Associations Kosovo:

Alliance of Associations of Families of Detained
and Missing Croatian Veterans
Kneza Mutimira 5, 10 000 Zagreb
Phone: + 385 1 4664 382; +385 91 4568 722
Email: suoznhb@gmail.com

Kosovo Coordination Council of the Family Associations of Missing Persons
Rrustem Statovci 24, 10 000 Pristina
Phone: +383 45 888 813
Email: shpresadhekujtimi2003@hotmail.com

Union of Croatian Civilian Victims of the Homeland War
Tkalčićeva 33/prizemlje, 10 000 Zagreb
Phone: +385 1 4827 233
Email: zuhcsdr@gmail.com

FA “Missing Persons Resource Center (MPRC)”
Lagjja Kalabria, Blloku 1, Kati i parë, Nr.14, 10 000
Pristina
Phone: + 383 (0) 38 728 337
Email: contact@missingpersonskosovo.org

Association “Croatian Phoenix”
Kneza Mutimira 5, 10 000 Zagreb
Phone: +385 1 3777 616, +385 99 3777 616
Email: hrvatskifeniks@gmail.com

Family Associations of Missing Persons “Kujtimi
Foundation”
Afrim Zhitija NN,40 000 Mitrovica
Phone: +383 44 235 410
Email: fondacioni_kujtimi@yahoo.com sheremetademi@yahoo.com

Association of Children of Killed and Missing
Croatian Homeland War Veterans
Trg Hrvatskih branitelja 1, 32 000 Vukovar
Phone: +385 95 2011 991, + 385 91 242 7764
Fax: +385 32 335 677
Email: udrugadjece.pnhb@gmail.com
Association “Vukovar Mothers”
Kneza Mutimira 5,10 000 Zagreb
Phone: +385 1 4812912
Association “Against Oblivion”
Gajeva 7, 10 000 Zagreb
Phone: +385 99 582 7562
Email: marica.seatovic@gmail.com

Family Association of the Missing Persons
“Shpresimi”
Brigada 123 NN,23 000 Suhareka
Phone +383 44 229 234
Email: hysniberisha48@gmail.com
Family Association of Missing persons “Mother’s
appeal”
Pallati i Kultures “Asim Vokshi”
50 000 Gjakova
Phone: +383 44 189 148
E-mail: thirrjetenenave@yahoo.com
Family Association of Missing persons “27 April
1999-Meje”
Pallati i Kultures “Asim Vokshi”
50 000 Gjakova
Phone: +383 44 133 684
Email: meje1999@hotmail.com
Office for Detainees and Missing Persons
Naim Barleti NN, 50 000 Gjakova
Phone: +383 44 123 187
Email: zpbzh1@hotmail.com
Family Association of Missing persons “Hope and
Memory”
Hajrullah Zymi NN
12000 Fushë Kosova
Phone: +383 44 888 813
Email: shpresadhekujtimi2003@hotmail.com
Family Association for Missing Persons in Kosovo
Isa Kastrati 102,10 000 Pristina
Phone: +383 44 181 260
Email: haki.kasumi@hotmail.com
Family Association of Missing Persons
“Parents’ Voice”
Zona Operative e Shales, afer Muzeut NN,40 000
Mitrovica Phone: +383 49 454 029
E-mail: z.prinderve@yahoo.com
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Family Association of missing persons “Kreshniku” Krusha e Madhe
Krusha e Madhe village
21080 Krusha e Madhe
Prizren
Phone: +383 44 356 833
Email: shkreshniku@hotmail.com
Association of woman widow’s Krusha e Madhe
Vellezerit Hoti 21 080 Krusha e Madhe village,
Prizren
Phone: +383 44 203 945
Email: selami_hoti@hotmail.com
Family Association of Missing Persons “26 Mars
1999” Krusha e Vogel
Martiret e Krushes NN
21080 Krusha e Vogel village
Prizren
Phone: +383 44 243 426
Email: agronlimani@hotmail.com
Family Association of Missing persons “Stars of
the Heart”
Uran Tinova, NN 70 000 Ferizaj
Phone: +383 44 155 229
Email:muhaxheri.salih@gmail.com
Family Association of Missing Persons
“Memory”
Ymer Krasniqi,
NN 24000 Malisheva
Phone: +383 44 219 752
E-mail:ojq_kujtesa@hotmail.com
Family Association of Missing Persons “Përkor”
Ilir Konushevci, No.1
11000 Podujeva
Phone: +383 44 215 342
Email: latifi_132@yahoo.com
Office for Detainees and Missing Persons
Skender Rexhepi NN 32 000 Klina
Phone: +383 44 232 577
Email: ymer.merlaku@hotmail.com
Family Association of Missing Persons “Anxiety”
Hodonovc village NN
62000 Kamenica
Phone: +383 44 403 592
Email: xhemilemorina@hotmail.com
Family Association of Missing Persons
“Tears and Hope”
Shtepia e Kultures, NN
71000 Kacanik
Phone: +383 44 224 717
Email: lotidheshpresa@hotmail.com
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Family Association of Missing Persons
“Hostage of Freedom”
Sheshi Adem Jashari, NN
41000 Skenderaj
Phone: +383 44 602 275
Family Association of Missing persons
“Mothers’ Tears”
Rruga e Gjinolleve, Hyrja 2, no. 6
60000 Gjilan
Phone: +383 44 294 994
Email: shaippireva@hotmail.com
Family Association of Missing persons
“War Martyrs”
Vucitn NN. 42000 Vucitrn
Phone: +383 45 360 342
Family Association of Missing persons
“Raising the Voice”
Sheshi Adem Jashari, NN
41000 Skenderaj
Phone: +383 44 195 113
Email: Jahir_bejta@hotmail.com
Family Association of Missing Persons Drenas
Fehmi Lladrovci, NN
13000 Gllogovc
Phone: +383 44 284 936
Email: livck.drenas@hotmail.com
Family Association of Missing Persons
“Family and Hope”
Skender Rexhepi. NN
32000 Klina
Phone: +383 44 616 992
Family Association of Kidnapped and Missing
Persons in Kosovo
Desanka Maksimovic, NN
10500 Gracanica
Phone: +386 49 519 003
Fax: + 381 38 64 357
Family Association of Kidnapped and Missing
Persons from Kosovo – Mitrovica Office
Mitrovica North
40000 Mitrovica
Phone/Fax: + 381 28 497033;
Email: miloradudruzenje@gmail.com
Family Association of Kidnapped and Missing
Persons from Kosovo - Velika Hoca Office
Velika Hoca village
21000 Rahovec
Phone/Fax: + 383 29 276784; Mob: + 383 64
88011872
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Family Associations Serbia:

Family Associations Montenegro:

Association of families of missing persons “Tear”
Lomina 4, 11 000 Belgrade
Phone: +381 11 3621 542
Email: suza.beograd@gmail.com

Association “Red Peony”
Mirosica 2, 85 000 Sutomore
Phone: +38268168515
Email: zrtverata@live.com

Family Association of Parents and Families of
Imprisoned, Captured and Missing Persons from
former Yugoslavia
Ledinačka 10 A, 21 000 Novi Sad
Phone: +381 24 4556 046
Email: milosbozin@yahoo.com
Family Association of Kidnapped and Missing
Persons from Kosovo – Office Belgrade
Sremska broj 6/4, 11 000 Belgrade
Phone: +381 11 3285 025; +381 64 3390 159
Email: udruzenjekidnest@yahoo.com
Family Association of Kidnapped and Missing
Persons from Kosovo – Kraljevo Office
Hajduk Veljka br.2/3
36000 Kraljevo
Phone: + 381 36 315 123
Email: brankica.antic64@hotmail.com
Family Association of Kidnapped and Missing
Persons from Kosovo – Nis Office
Pobednicka 66, Kalca, I sprat, lamella D, local 121
18000 Nis
Phone: + 381 18 515 140
E-mail: info@nestali.org.rs
Family Association of the Victims in Kosovo Office Belgrade
Sremska br. 6/4, 11000 Belgrade
Phone/Fax: + 381 11 276 8142
E-mail: udruzenjastradalih1998@gmail.com
Family Association of Kidnapped and Killed in
Kosovo – Office Belgrade
Miluna Milankovica, br. 25 B
1000 Belgrade
Phone/Fax: + 381 11 3114 380; mob: + 381 64
0596194
E-mail: udruzenjeubijenih@gmail.com

More Information
The information in this Guide is designed to be
useful to all families of persons missing from the
conflicts on the territory of the former Yugoslavia.
It does not cover everything – accounting for the
missing is a complex issue, and many institutions
are involved in the process in different ways. If you
would like more information, please contact:

The International Commission on Missing Persons
(ICMP)
Alipašina 45a
71000 Sarajevo, Bosna and Hercegovina
Tel: (+387) 33 280 800
Fax: (+387) 33 280 900
http://www.icmp.int
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International Commission on Missing Persons (ICMP)
Headquarters
Koninginnegracht 12
2514 AA The Hague
The Netherlands

Alipašina 45a
71000 Sarajevo, Bosna and Hercegovina
Tel: (+387) 33 280 800
Fax: (+387) 33 280 900
http://www.icmp.int
www.icmp.int icmp@icmp.int

